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Commenter #1: Covanta Alexandria/Arlington Inc. 
Michael Renga, Business Manger 
Covanta Alexandria/Arlington, Inc. 
5301 Eisenhower Ave 
Alexandria, VA 22304 

1. Page 1, Bullet 3: Change "incinerating" to "processing" 

2. Page 2, Table ES-1; Page 19, Table 1; and Page 22 paragraph and Figure 3,: Tax 
revenue to the City for Covanta should be $1,060,000 (property taxes=$910,000 and 
business license=$150,000) 

3. Page 3, Paragraph 1: Add that communities continue to need solid waste services, 
asphalt services, etc 

4. Page 3, Table ES-2; Page 20, Table 2; and Page 25, Table 4: The emissions for 
Covanta are incorrect. What was the source used for PM2.5? According to VDEQ 
the number should be: CO- 81.8, Nox-496.78, PM10- 1.45,502- 7.47, VOC- 2.28. 

F ; o v ~ t h e ~ ( z a o l ) h s i b e e n ~ t o f i n ? t j t k e a f f k t d R l e .  l n ~ 8 a  
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5. Page 4, Table ES-3 and Page 31: For note (b) revise to read "HDR estimated business 
relocation/cessation cost for the Covanta site does not include property acquisition. 

6. Page 7, Table ES-6: Does the modeling numbers change when MACTEC uses 
updated emissions numbers for Table ES-2 for Covanta? 

7. Page 22, Economic and Employment Diversity: What basis? 

8. Page 26: Insert new Table 5 and add the following language, "Table 5 shows the 9- 
year stack test results of the Covanta Facility and compares to the EPA permitted 
limit. For seven of the nine priority pollutants, the nine-year average results are 
greater than 90% below the allowable emissions level. 

9. Page 27: Change "Table 5" to "Table 6" 

10. (Added 9/21/09) Thank you and the entire team for the efforts you put into the 
Study. I found the public meeting last night to be informative and productive. 

I also share the same comment as VA Paving and Vulcan in their written comments 
with regards to noise comment. I am not aware of any noise complaints by area 
residents or businesses for our Energy from Waste (EN) Facility. In addition, we 
were accepted into OSHA's elite Voluntary Protection Program (VPP) which is the 
highest honor given to any manufacturing/industriaI facility that meets or goes 
beyond the OSHA safety standards. We have had no noise violations or issues with 
OSHA. Finally, many of the staff at P&Z have been on a tour of our EfW in 2009. 
Hearing protection is required for many places inside the plant but if you walk on 
the outside perimeter of the plant whether on our property or along the sidewalks, 
noise is clearly not a factor. Please don't take my word for it, ask P&Z staff if they 
remember noise being an issue outside the plant. 
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The noise comment should be removed from Table ES-1, Table 1 and any other place 
in the Report that describes Covanta Energy. 

Covanta Alexandria/Arlington Inc. 



Commenter #2: Donald N. Buch 
Donald N. Buch 
Alexandria Resident 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Eisenhower West Industrial 
Land Use Study. I have no issue with the quality of the work produced by the 
consultants; the detail is impressive. The bulk of my concern is focused on whether or 
not that detail and the consultants themselves were indeed necessary. As I suggested 
back in February, I believe that the key conclusions might reasonably have been drawn 
without any need to spend $125,000 on consultants, especially when the City budget is 
under such strain. 

Did we really need a $125k consultant to advise us that moving a $300 million 
Covanta plant to free up less than 4 developable acres doesn't come close to being 
economically viable? And how great a demand could one reasonably expect for 
resultant housing units offering views over Eisenhowerlthe Metrorail line/VRE line 
or, alternatively, over the Norfolk Southern rail line and ethanol transloading 
facility? Not to mention the impact of significant escalations in waste disposal 
charges as our trash is transported to what would likely be a far more remote 
location. (Was the additional $45,000 spent on the Covanta study paid for by the 
City?) 

Did we need a $125k consultant to tell us that Norfolk Southern (which appears 
central to the actions of several others) wouldn't participate in the study, given that 
the City is suing them? Even if NS did co-operate, is it realistic to think that having 
them move their rail line to some other location is either practical or economically 
viable? What has been the City's response to Norfolk Southern's apparently long- 
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outstanding request that the City propose alternative locations should we wish them 
to relocate? 

3. Vulcan and Virginia Paving are essentially here because Norfolk Southern is. Is there 
any reason to expect that they would, at great expense, relocate away from thela 
rail line? And if Norfolk Southern won't talk to us, how far is anyone going to get 
assessing alternative futures for Vulcan and/or Virginia Paving? 

4. Back in February I was told by P&Z that "Council specifically requested that staff[my 
underline] study the potential relocation of the four industrial uses as part of the 
study." Was it not implicit that they thought "staff" could handle the task? With 
respect to the study and the challenges it might present, was it not salient that none 
of the entities had expressed any desire to relocate? Or that Norfolk Southern 
refused to participate in the study? Or that the most rudimentary calculations 
would indicate relocation(s) made no economic sense? Was there no alternative but 
to pay a consultant $125k for this information? Could no one in P&Z or economic 
development ask the questions of the users or pencil out a preliminary financial 
evaluation? 
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5. We already have a LandmarkIvan Dorn corridor plan seemingly to attract similar 
users and amenities (retail, housing, office, green space) to an area, which is 
effectively adjacent to Eisenhower West. How's that going? Have we learned 
anything from it? Should we be diverting our attention away from it to start chasing 
another rainbow - this one seemingly much less economically viable? In February I 
was advised by P&Z that the study would not only look at "the popular concepts of 
office, residential and retail" but also "a mix of 'green' or less intense ... uses". If the 
numbers don't start to pencil for "intense" uses how could anyone suggest they'll 
pencil for parks and walking trails? And, again, do we need a $125k consultant to 
figure that out? 

6. Do we have no one in our entire City Administration that could make these 
assessments? Is there no one in economic development that can do the math? 
Given the magnitude by which the options are clearly economically unrealistic, it is 
difficult to understand how the key conclusions could not be deduced in short 
order. Back in February I was told "...this study is to determine the circumstances 
under which the potential value of mixed use redevelopment is sufficient to meet 
the expanded costs of removing or relocating the industrial uses." Was there no 
alternative but to pay $125k to reach what was seemingly a foregone conclusion had 
even the most rudimentary of calculations been made before any consultants were 
hired? 

Mr. Donald Buch 



Which leads me to what I would suggest is a rather astounding statement in your 
documentation of questions raised at your February 26th meeting. In response to 
question "c" in the section "Council Request for Study" we are told "Planning and 
Zoning staff have the talent and expertise to conduct this study." So, why didn't 
they? The noted response goes on "However, given the competing interests of this 
study it is best to have an objective third party prepare the report. As a consulting 
team we ("we"?) do not have a vested interest in the outcome of the study." How 
interesting. 

a. First of all, who is  "we"? This is written on P&Z letterhead yet the response 
says "As a consulting team ... we ..." Are hired consultants writing responses 
for our P&Z Department? On P&Z letterhead? And posting them on the P&Z 
website seemingly as coming from P&Z? If, in fact, the consultant is  writing 
the responses for P&Z would it not be entirely appropriate to question if theY 
might have a "vested interest" in whether or not a consultant is retained to 
prepare the study as opposed to having City staff prepare it? 

b. Taken at face value, does this not say that our P&Z department cannot be 
relied upon to approach such a study objectively? 

c. Does it not also imply that P&Z might (or would) have a "vested interest" in 
the outcome? Is there truly confusion within P&Z as to who you and your 
associates work for and whose interests you are expected to represent? 
Does P&Z commonly have "vested interests" in issues we are asking them to 
evaluate on behalf of the citizens of Alexandria? 

d. Going forward, are we now on notice that it is unrealistic to expect P&Z to be 
able approach matters with an "objective" (P&Z1s term, not mine) view? 
Should we be concerned that you may well have a "vested interest" (again, 
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P&Z1s term, not mine) in matters you are evaluating? Does most every issue 
you deal with not to some extent have "competing interests"? Henceforth 
will each significant issue now require an outside consultant if the 
community is to be assured of an unbiased assessment of the facts? 

8. Does "Public Review Draft" on the cover of the report presented on the P&Z website 
infer that, in fact, there are other (non-public) drafts? If so, could we know what 
those are and how they differ from the one presented to the public? 

9. 1 would direct your attention to the "findings" noted on page 8 of the report. Is 
there anything here that surprises anyone? Is there anything that a person with 
even limited financial ability could not logically have concluded before we started? 
And we had to pay $125k for confirmation? To many that was clearly money we did 
not have to spare and it was not well spent. 

10. All of which brings me back to my bottom line question of February - with this 
information now provided/confirmed by an objective third party with no vested 
interests, what is anyone going to do differently? 

Mr. Donald Buch 



Commenter #3: Virginia Paving 
Dennis A Luzier, District Manager 
Virginia Paving Company 
14850 Conference Center Drive 
Suite 210 
Chantilly, VA 20151 

The Virginia Paving Company, a division of the lane Construction Corporation, 
commends the City of Alexandria for completing the Draft Industrial Use Study. The 
Study provides a wealth of valuable data and findings. 

Virginia Paving discussed the Draft in i ts  entirety, and needed corrections and 
clarifications, with Mr. Karl Moritz and Ms. Veronica Davis on August 12, 2009. In 
response to the call for comments by September 1, 2009, Virginia Paving is also 
submitting the following clarifications and corrections, many of which were highlighted 
in the June 18,2009, letter. 

1. As highlighted in the June 18, 2009 letter, the amount of revenue the City received 
from Virginia Paving remains low. The Alexandria branch of the Virginia Paving 
Company paid $741,000 to the City in 2008. (This is a conservative estimate based 
on the findings of the 2009 George Mason University Economic Impact Study for 
Virginia Paving's Alexandria operations. This total does not include taxes FCC, which 
leases space from Virginia Paving, paid the City in 2008). 

TOTAL $740321 

Virginia Paving Company 



2. Throughout the Draft, Virginia Paving and i ts  parent company, The Lane 
Construction Corporation, are not accurately identified. Please correct out official 
name, which is: Virginia Paving Company, a division of The Lane Construction 
Corporation. 

3. Virginia Paving's business is not accurately or consistently described throughout the 
Draft. The following is the proper description of the business: Virginia Paving 
Company produces asphalt and builds and maintains area roads. 

4. Throughout the Draft, two different acreages are listed for Virginia Paving's site - 
11+ acres and 9 acres. Virginia Paving's site is 11+ acres. 

5. Alternative B: As stated previously, designating one property owner's site as a public 
park is inappropriate. The cost estimate for the park in Appendix C is $1.6 million +/- 
, is extremely low. Cost estimates for Braddock Stations' Implementation suggested 
a passive park cost at $30/sq. ft. to build. Adjusting for Virginia Paving's site would 
put the cost as upwards of $11.7 million, as least, not including land costs. 

6. Alternative A and B severely limit the amount of developable land for the Virginia 
Paving parcel. The draft assumes most of Virginia Paving's land is not developable 
due to the RPA and flood plain constraints. The RPA and flood plain can be changed 
in conjunction with a development proposal that offers to change the Backlick Run 
channel, build flood protection measures, or provide mitigating wetlands elsewhere. 
In addition, even if is assumed only one-third or one-quarter of the land can be built 
on, the developer would build tall and use the remaining land as open space. Thus, 
the total development potential on VPC land is underestimated. It's worth noting 
that prior to development, all of Cameron Station was in the flood plain, and today, 
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Tucker Elementary School and some of the newest condos and townhouses in 
Cameron Station remain in the flood plain. Just because something is in a flood 
plain doesn't make it entirely undevelopable. 

7. Alternative D still seems to have too low of FAR for a transit oriented development 
option - it's sti l l  the same as Column A. It should be noted in the Draft that this isn't 
a Small Area Plan study and those figures are merely demonstrative of possible 
development in the area, not final proposed development limits. 

8. Currently, infrastructure improvement estimates do not include cost of land 
acquisition. Cost estimates in the Draft should better acknowledge this mission link 
because it affects total infrastructure costs. Additionally, the cost of a multimodal 
bridge is the same as the estimate in the LandmarkNan Dorn Small Area Plan study, 
which also did not include land acquisition. 

9. Virginia Paving also believes the business valuation and relocation cost estimates in 
the Draft are extremely low and shouldn't be taken for exact numbers in the future 
Eisenhower West Small Area Plan Study - these are just estimates at this point. 

10. Emissions: this is a very important finding that needs emphasizing: "Emissions from 
the four industrial sources in the study area, including both the industrial processes 
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and associated truck traffic, compromise a very small fraction of the total City-wide 
criteria air pollutant emissions. 

11. Needs to be clarified: Virginia Paving has spent more than $4 million in 
improvements to its operations and site, not $12 million, in accordance with the 
November 2006 SUP. The facility has proven it can co-exist with its surroundings 
residential and business neighbors. 

12. Needs to be added: In 2007 and 2008, Virginia Paving removed 24,700 truck loads 
from area roads by receiving aggregate via rail. 

13. Needs to be added: Virginia Paving does not operate 24 hours a day and seven days 
a week. In accordance with the 2006 SUP, Virginia Paving is only permitted to 
operate 110 nights per year. 

14. Needs to be removed: In Table ES-1 under quality of life for Virginia Paving, noise is 
listed. As required during the 2006 SUP process, Virginia Paving conducted noise 
tests for the City and the result clearly indicated that Virginia Paving is not creating 
excessive noise from its property. Please remove "noise" from this table. 

Virginia Paving Company 



Commenter #4: Eisenhower Partnership 
Felix Oliver 
Eisenhower Partnership 
2034 Eisenhower Avenue, Suite 145 
Alexandria, VA 22314 

When the City Council unanimously passed the Recommendations of the Mayor's 

Economic Sustainability Work Group in December 2007, the report recognized that 

"Metrorail is the most underutilized asset in which the City has made a substantial 

investment and has not received a full return." One of the group's key 

recommendations in the report was to "capture the full economic development 

potential of the City's Metrorail Stations," including: 

1.) "Develop land use plans for transit oriented development (TOD) at the ... Van 

Dorn Metrorail station;" and 

2.) "Model density on best practices such as the retaiI/office/residentiaI 

redeveloped Clarendon area in Arlington County which has a mix of heights 

and densities."' 

It is with this doctrine in mind, unanimously embraced by the Mayor and City Council, 

that we make the following comments and assessments of the Eisenhower West 

Industrial Use Study ("Study"): 

The Study currently uses a set of four pre-defined redevelopment scenarios 

(Alternatives A thru D) with specified densities which guide the results of a yes/no 

decision on whether or not a particular site is feasible for redevelopment. Using 

pre-defined development alternatives as the basis of comparison to determine a 

conclusion to the Study, limits and shapes the outcome of the results. Additionally, 
it might lead one to believe that these four sites would not ever be feasible for 

redevelopment given the conclusion of the study, which doesn't match the vision 

that City Council and the Economic Sustainability Work Group have for the Van Dorn 

Metro Station (i.e. "retail/office/residential"). More could be learned if the intensity 

of the development Alternatives needed to make redevelopment feasible is a 

conclusion of the study results, rather than determining the Alternatives prior to 
conducting the math, which tries to fit redevelopment feasibility into four pre-drawn 

boxes. 

Recornmendotion's of the Mayor's EconomicSustainability Work Group. City of Alexandria, Virginia. December 11, 
2007. Page 4-5. 
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Recommendation: 
The Study should calculate the minimum FAR required (on a gross FAR basis, not 
developable land FAR since density can be transferred) for each site whereby it 
might make economic sense to redevelop - in essence, mathematically "back into" 
the minimum appropriate FAR it would take to mitigate the total impact of a 
particular site's cessation/redevelopment - thereby developing a baseline or 
breakeven point. This approach will afford citizens, landowners, businesses, and 
City Council the opportunity to make informed decisions related to the upcoming 
Eisenhower West Small Area Plan, as well as provide a good place from which to 
begin that planning process. 

2. FAR measurements for any one particular site included in this Study should be 
considered on a gross FAR SF basis (rather than using a misleading developable land 
SF measurement) since a site's FAR gained from the square footage of non- 
developable area could be transferred and built on the developable part of a 
particular site. 

Recommendation: 
When making reference to the total density the Study should always use gross FAR 
for build-out calculations since zoning regulations don't discriminate against a 
parcel's buildable FAR based on the parcel's developable land. This will yield more 
developable FAR in the Study and more accurately portray the density being 
discussed and measured. 
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3. The assumptions currently used for the gross FAR for the four subject parcels are 

widely inconsistent with the adopted recommendations of the City's Economic 
Sustainability Work Group. The highest gross FAR given to any single site in these 
alternative scenarios is 1.9 FAR, for the Covanta site under Alternative A from Table 

F-13. Covanta is located directly across the street from the Metro Station, and 

densities around Metrorail should be greater than in any other part of the City. 
Other sites around the Van Dorn Station are zoned OCH which allow densities of up 

to 3.0. The highest total gross density measurement in any Alternative for these 

four parcels taken together is 0.9 (Alternative D), far below the density that 
surrounding parcels have by-right with their existing zoning. 

Recommendation: 

Any TOD scenario should have densities that are much greater than those used in 
this Study and should reflect proximity to mass-transit when compared to 
alternative areas of the city that have no direct access to mass-transit. Mid-rise and 
townhome intensity style developments (used in the Study as the redevelopment 

Alternatives) are inappropriate and contribute to the "underutilization of the City's 
investment in Metro." 

A. In the latest Landmarkhan Dorn Small Area Plan, which has no direct 

pedestrian access to Metro, the gross density for the "West End Town 

Center" is  2.5. "Pickett Place" has an FAR of 2.0. 
B. Density in Clarendon, which the Mayor's Economic Sustainability Work 

Group recommends as a model, has densities as high as 4.8 FAR. (Some 

developments in the Ballston and Rosslyn areas reach densities of as much as 

10.0 FAR next to the Metro Stations) 
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4. On Page 4 of the Study under the Executive Summary: Redevelopment Potential, 
the Study concludes that this area demonstrates weaker market demand for office 
over the long-term because there are other areas of competition. The Study goes on 
further in Executive Summary: Next Steps and seems to conclude that Landmark Van 
Dorn, Potomac Yards, and Braddock will present better options in the long-term for 
office use. The Study seems to make a blanket statement that because these four 
particular parcels did not present redevelopment potential based upon the four 
Alternatives presented, then therefore the rest of the Eisenhower West area and 
parcels around the Van Dorn Street Metro Station does not have future market 
demand and is not a redevelopment opportunity. 

Recommendation: 
In none of the small area plans referenced by the Study that are cited as 
"competition" for Eisenhower West (with the exception of Braddock) is there an 
existing Metro Station in place. Office use that is located within walking distance to 
a Metro Station will in almost every case be a more desirable location than one 
without close proximity to Metro, and thus demand higher rents. So for the Study to 
conclude that a market for office in this area would not be demanded here over 
another location simply because a future supply of office has already been approved 
elsewhere, runs counter to the fundamental principles of supply and demand. In 
order for there to ever be redevelopment potential for the Eisenhower West area, 
the City must commit to doing a small area plan that reflects transit-oriented 
development principles that encourage high density mixed-use development. 

Over the next two to three years the federal government is seeking to lease several 
million square feet of high-security office space for DOD and DOD-type agencies that 
need facilities that meet their security requirements, but also have proximity to 
mass-transit. It is a real possibility that Victory Center along Eisenhower Avenue 
could land any one of the deals that are out on the street with the federal 
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government. Such an event would drastically change the near-term market along 
Eisenhower, and should therefore be taken into consideration in the presentation of 

the market study results. 

The Metropolitan Washington Council of Government estimates that 1.6 million 
people will move into the region, and 1.2 million jobs will be created between 2005- 
2030. Given that 39% increase in population, and 32% increase in jobs over 2005 

levels, there will need to be accommodations made for those people and jobs to be 
able to locate near Metro. The Van Dorn Station currently services an average of 

3,500-3,900 riders per day. However, the Station as it is currently designed and built 
could accommodate up to approximately 13,000 riders per day without any platform 
extensions or enhancements. Given the drastic underutilization of this mass-transit 
asset, it would be in the City's best interest to put in place plans that would allow for 

higher quality development to take shape around the Van Dorn Metro Station to 
accommodate future increases in the population, workforce, and to follow-through 

on the City's charter to become a "Green City." 

Eisenhower Partnership 



Commenter t5: West End Business Association 
Kathy Burns, Vice President 
West End Business Association 
3213 Duke Street, Box 128 
Alexandria, VA 22314 

Earlier this year, the West End Business Association (WEBA) formed a Local Government 
Advisory Committee so that we could take a closer look at the many issues affecting the 
growth and development of the City. The purpose is so that the Committee can advise 
the Board of its findings and share those with our elected officials and City staff. 

We would like our comments to be submitted for the record for the Public Review 
process of the current West End Industrial Uses Study. And if comments are to be 
distributed on the handout table at the Sept. 1, 2009, meeting, we would like ours to be 
included. 

WEBA agrees with the study's conclusions that there is not an immediate market 
pressure for redevelopment of the area, and that it would be far too expensive to 
relocate the four businesses under study. 

1. WEBA does not support forced relocation of law-abiding and tax-paying businesses 
for the purpose of new development. 

2. WEBA believes the area will eventually redevelop and that market conditions, 
coupled with City incentives for the "right kind" of development, are the proper 
guides to that redevelopment 

3. WEBA does not support efforts to place additional residential development in the 
study area, unless it is as part of a large mixed-use project focused on the Van Dorn 
Metro Station. 
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4. WEBA is concerned with the assumptions and methodologies embodied in the 
study, specifically: 

a. The four properties studied do not fully define the area; there are a number 
of other industrial uses nearby that detract from the area's current 
development potential. The area should be defined and studied as a whole. 
The Police Shooting Range, future Fire Station, City Mulch Pile, and other 
uses, including the crematorium on Vine Street, affect the desirability of the 
area. 

b. The long-term development scenario D (Transit-oriented development) 
understates the amount of office space that could be attracted to the area 
and does not have a sufficiently high FAR to make redevelopment possible. 
This scenario should have tested for what level of development is necessary 
to make the area redevelopable. 

c. There is no consideration of City incentives for appropriate development 

d. There is no effort to determine the role of a full occupancy of Victory Center 
on the area's development potential 
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e. The negative impact of the floodplain on certain properties is overstated. 
Cameron Station was entirely in the flood plain until it redeveloped; it made 
some changes, received a FIRM (Flood Insurance Rate Map) amendment, and 
developed into a residential community. Surely the industrial properties 
could do something similar. The fiscal impact sections are difficult to 
support, as they have erroneous assumptions on the level of development 
that can be achieved, the cost of land acquisition for public improvements, 
the value of the businesses studied, and the cost of capital improvements 
such as the proposed bridge to Metro. 

5. WEBA believes the City should focus on an overall City Master Plan that provides for 
public infrastructure needs such as schools, fire stations, and an efficient and 
effective transportation network whose activity nodes are supported by the right 
kind of development, adequate sewer capacity, recreation/community centers, and 
local government satellite offices. Once these elements are put in place, it will make 
more sense to carry out fine tuned neighborhood plans. 

6. There is a need to coordinate Alexandria's land use and transportation plans for this 
area with Fairfax County's. 

7. We would also ask that we be kept informed of upcoming public meetings so that a 
representative of WEBA will be able to attend, and to provide comments, when an 
opportunity is afforded to do so. 

West End Business Association 



Commenter #6: Chamber of Commerce 
Andrew F. Palmieri, Chair 
Government Relations Committee 
Alexandria Chamber of Commerce 

Based on our review of the public review draft of the Alexandria Industrial Use Study 
prepared for the City by Bay Area Economics, HDR, Inc and MACTAC Engineering dated 
July 2009 (the "Preliminary Report"), the Chamber provides the following comments: 

1. The Chamber reiterates i ts  position in support of the rights of existing businesses to 
continue lawful operation without needless governmental intervention. The 
Eisenhower West corridor and vicinity contain both heavy and light industrial uses 
that have, in many instances, existed for decades and should be permitted to 
continue their lawful operation unless and until the market determines otherwise. 
These businesses provide jobs and needed services for Alexandria residents and 
generate significant revenue for the City. 

2. While the Preliminary Report provides conservative estimates of the real estate tax 
revenue derived from these properties in their present use, it fails to take into 
account other economic impacts associated with these uses, including consumer 
convenience due to close proximity and the impact from loss of jobs if these 
businesses are terminated or relocated, all of which are difficult to quantify. 

3. To the extent that the Preliminary Report identifies future alternative uses for this 
area, it fails to recognize the levels of density that would be appropriate in such 
close proximity to  the Van Dorn Street Metro Station. If and when the subject uses 
choose to vacate their property, the Chamber submits that the redevelopment plans 
for such properties should result in high density, mixed-use, urban projects that 
optimize the use of existing and future transportation infrastructure in the Van Dorn 
area, generating revenue at levels that replace lost revenue caused by the 
displacement of present uses. 
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4. The Chamber expresses i ts  concern regarding the efficacy of the Study and the 
considerable cost associated with the Study to date. The Chamber submits that the 
work should have been performed by existing City staff within the appropriate 
departments at a fraction of the cost associated with hiring outside consultants. In 
the current economic environment, tax dollars should be spent wisely and should be 
focused on maximizing existing staff resources, providing vital services for public 
health, safety and education, and promoting economic development within the City. 
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Commenter #7: Carol L. James 
Carol L. James 
Alexandria Resident 

1. Please note that the following observations and comments about the draft study 
report are offered as input to City leaders and staff from me solely in my role as a 
private, interested citizen rather than in my capacity as Brookville Seminary Valley 
Civic Association (BSCVA) representative to the Virginia Paving Community Liaison 
Committee. Due to the timing of this process (with comments due today and my 
having received notification of the report's availability only last week), there has 

' been no meeting of BSVCA at which to discuss this draft report and receive 
additional community input. Also, due to time constraints, my reading and 
absorption of the full report is cursory. Should there be an opportunity to revise and 
extend these hurried comments at a later date, it would be appreciated. 

While I am NOT an attorney, my lay-person's understanding of recent court findings 
with respect to the "takings" issue is that private property cannot be taken by a 
public entity through eminent domain predominantly for the purpose of finding 
alternative uses that will generate more revenue for the public entity (e.g., the City 
of Alexandria) than do the existing landowners. Purportedly the original goal for 
commissioning this study and entertaining the idea of eliminating heavy industry 
was to optimize the use of METRO rail, arguably a broad public benefit. The report 
concludes that improving access to and use of METRO transit is unfeasible at the 
locations under study. 

3. The other rationales for the elimination of heavy industry set forth in the draft study 
report, namely increased revenues for the City via projections of greater population 
density, additional jobs, property valuation and tax receipts, and so forth, seem to 
fall short of supporting any tenable legal argument for achieving a public good 

Carol James 



worthy of the exercise of eminent domain. Indeed, the report indicates that public 
subsidies to support redevelopment would be likely. Not only that, redevelopment 
of these sites would "need to create potentially complex deal/transaction structures 
in which the different landowners share in the proceeds of the redevelopment." 
(Appendix F, page 8). These complex legal structures would be needed, one can 
assume, even if the four businesses were to voluntarily and simultaneously put their 
properties on the market. 

4. The concept of "re-zoning" is bandied about. One could ask whether "re- zoning" 
can be defined as a "taking" achieved through other methods than the application of 
eminent domain. Again, as a non-lawyer, it appears to me that the legal issues in 
this matter supersede both the public policy and economic considerations and need 
to be assessed and addressed prior to determining any next steps. The City Attorney 
or outside counsel may enlighten me with respect to these concerns. 

5. The report does not set forth assumptions about macro economic conditions driving 
its conclusions. For example, strategic elements are not considered. Industrial 
values are determined based on asset evaluations rather than, for example, 
operational or human resource considerations. This is the case at the macro- as well 
as the micro- analytic level. For example, while the report characterizes jobs at the 
four sites as being in low-growth sectors compared with the overall employment 
base in Alexandria and rates these jobs as lagging pay of other sectors, there is no 
consideration given to characterizing the jobs base in the area in other ways, for 
example by sector: public, independent (non- and not-for-profit) and privatelfor- 
profit. One could ask is it in Alexandria's strategic best interest to eliminate heavy 
industry? What is Alexandria's belief about its values? For example, does 
Alexandria's expressed value for diversity in race and ethnicity extend to embracing 
the value of a breadth of human endeavor and skill sets? 

Carol James 



6. After an admittedly cursory reading of this report, I am unable to articulate either 
the problem or the opportunity. This participant in this process is left confused. 
When confronted with a business question, one approach is to do prize analysis. 
Does the prize one seeks to achieve warrant the blood invested: pain, confusion, 
risk, opportunity cost, and so forth? The commissioning of this study purportedly 
has had a "chilling effect" upon industrial development by private businesses in the 
West End in the current and near term. I'm wondering why a business or an 
investor, upon witnessing this process, reading this report, assessing this situation, 
and doing prize analysis, would see investment opportunity here in a world of 
myriad, less-complicated and more-hospitable prospects. What prize is the City 
pursuing? What question(s) needs to be addressed and analyzed? 

Carol James 



Commenter #8: Vulcan Lands Inc. 
Kenneth W. Wire 
McGuireWoods, LLP 
1750 Tysons Blvd, Suite 1800 
McLean, VA 22102 

On behalf of our client, Vulcan Lands Inc. ("Vulcan"), we are writing to provide 
comments on the draft Alexandria Industrial Land Use Study, dated July 2009 (the 
"Draft"). While Vulcan generally agrees with the Draft's overall findings that the 
demand for redevelopment is weak and that there are significant obstacles to near term 
redevelopment, the Draft does not adequately account for certain economic and 
environmental benefits provided by Vulcan's current use of the property located at 701 
South Van Dorn Street (the "Property). The Draft also makes several purely speculative 
assumptions concerning the redevelopment options. 

Vulcan previously provided the City with information regarding Vulcan's current use of 
the Property by letter, dated June 24, 20009, attached. The June 24th letter noted 
several facts regarding the current use of the Property and the accompanying economic 
and environmental benefits which do not appear to be accounted for in the Draft. 
These issues include: 

1. Table 1 on Page 19 of the Draft states that Vulcan only supplies materials to Virginia 
Paving. Vulcan, however, supplies building materials to a wide variety of customers 
including the City Government and private contractors. 

2. Table 1 also states that dust is generated by Vulcan's current use. Vulcan, however, 
employs a variety of dust suppression measures including the truck wheel wash and 
wet suppression and sealing of on-site materials. As a result of these measures, 
Vulcan has yet to receive any complaint concerning the generation of dust from the 
Property. 

3. The Draft also does not account for economic benefit associated with the supply of 
low cost building materials that Vulcan provides to the City. The low cost materials 
are directly attributable to the railcar access to the Property, as the distribution 
costs for the building materials is the most significant cost component. 

Vulcan Materials 



4. The Draft's estimate of relocation costs for the current use of the Property to 
another location outside of the City is not adequate. Excluding the cost of 
purchasing an alternative site, Vulcan currently estimates the cost of the relocation 
to be closer to $1 million. The relocation figures also do not account for the loss of 
business that would undoubtedly occur from Vulcan having to raise the price of its 
materials to account for the increased transportation costs. 

We are also providing the following comments on the redevelopment scenarios listed in 
the Draft: 

The redevelopment scenarios are overly simplistic and are not supported by the 
analysis the City has required in the past when determining the desired density for 
any property. For example, the proposed density does not account for 
infrastructure capacity for the existing roads, sewer, and schools. The Draft also 
does not provide even a basic massing model to determine whether or not the 
proposed density is even appropriate for the Property given the community's 
expectations for setbacks, heights and open space. 

Table 12 on page 63 states that various emissions will be reduced under all 
redevelopment scenarios. The Draft, however, does not account for the increase in 
the number of truck trips that will result from the need to supply all building 
materials within the City limits by truck rather than by railcar, nor does it account for 
the greater truck road miles required for delivery from outside of the City. 

Vulcan Materials 



These clarifications and issues provide future support for the retention of the existing 
uses on the Property for the foreseeable future. We respectfully request that staff 
address these issues in advance of the community meeting on September 15,2009. 

Vulcan appreciates the efforts and hard work that staff has put into working with the 
property owners and the community in preparing the Draft. Vulcan looks forward to 
continuing to work with staff and the community to ensure this vital industrial use 
continues to provide services to both the City and the community. 

Vulcan Materials 



Commenter #9: Tom Stanos (Added 9/1*9) 
Tim Stanos 
Alexandria Resident 

I am sending this message as a formal comment regarding the Eisenhower West 
Industrial Land Use Study. 

I live in a residential community on the West end of Eisenhower Ave and am concerned 
with the current debate over whether to relocate one or more industrial businesses for 
the purposes of redevelopment. Not only do these business create jobs for many 
Alexandria residents, the individuals who are employed by these companies provide a 
boon to the local economy by shopping at nearby grocery stores, restaurants, etc. A 
decision by the City Council to relocate these business would not only be a massive 
financial undertaking (financed with taxpayer dollars), it would deal a blow to these 
nearby shops and food chains without any guarantee that the upside of redevelopment 
would cover the costs of relocation. I am pleased that the results of the study 
confirmed this point of view, although I question whether the study was even necessary 
given the common sense needed to reach this conclusion. 

Finally, I bought my condo in 2005. As with any other would-be home buyer, it was my 
responsibility to conduct due diligence on the surrounding area and the community writ 
large to determine whether I would be happylcomfortable in a place populated in part 
by industry. For those who moved into a nearby residential complex and at some point 
later decided they didn't like the idea of living next to a paving company, or a waste 
processing facility, etc., I would invite them to either a) learn to live with the 
consequences of their poor due diligence; or b) move to a home that is more suitable to 
their standard of living. Businesses and Alexandria taxpayers should not have to suffer 
as a result of their neglect and subsequent unhappiness. 

Thank you for offering the opportunity to comment. 

Tim Stanos 



Comments: September 15,2009 Community Meeting (Added 
9Dlp9) 

Small Area Plan 

1. In the small area plan, the City should not create a plan that allows other heavy 
industrial uses to locate on these parcels as these current businesses cease 
operations. 

2. The City may want to consider putting the Eisenhower West Small Area Plan on hold, 
since the businesses are not going anywhere in the short term. 

3. The Eisenhower West Small Area Plan should not be put off. Otherwise, we will end 
up in a situation like Beauregard, where the City is doing a small area plan as a result 
of immediate development pressure in the area. In the past, developers have been 
interested in redeveloping parcels in the Eisenhower West area, but were told to 
wait until City completes a small area plan. This City has impacted developers' 
ability to pursue redevelopment. 

Analvsis and Findings 

4. 1 hope this study confirms that this area is going to stay industrial and the businesses 
are not leaving. This is a tough neighborhood for development due to light industrial 
and heavy industrial. Other parts of the City are more desirable. The City should 
work with business to make them better. 

Studv and Consultants 

5. One of the problems with report is the scenarios sound like redevelopment plans for 
neighborhood. This study was about Eisenhower West. The Staff memo to the 
Planning Commission and City Council should clearly state that the scenarios in the 
report at not redevelopment plans for the neighborhood. 

September 15,2009 Community Meeting 



6. The money and staff resources on this study could have been better spent on 
moving Eisenhower West Small Area Plan forward. This study was started to placate 
the people that want the businesses gone. For many of us it was a forgone 
conclusion that these businesses will not relocate until they are ready to relocate. 
This study should have focused on the surrounding areas. 

7. The City created this conflict of uses by allowing residential uses such as Cameron 
Station to be built next to heavy industrial uses. This study was important to explore 
these issues rather than having the acrimony. 

September 15,2009 Community Meeting 
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E x e c u t i v e  S u m m a r y  

The City of Alexandria commissioned this industrial Use Study to explore various economic 
questions concerning four industrial uses In the West End section of the City. As a result of 
recent land use and business operating debates in the Eisenhower West area, the City of 
Alexandria lnltiated this special edonomic study of the four industrial land uses: 

Vuican Materials Van Dorn Yard (Vulcan): provides aggregate materials, such as stone and 
gravel to other companies In the area 
Virginia Paving Asphait Plant (VA Paving): produces asphalt ~ C O & S ~  8 
Covanta Energy from Waste (Covanta) Facility: produces energy from l ~ o i i d  waste 

* Norfolk Southern Railroad Ethanol Transloading Facility (Norfolk Southern): transfers ethanol 
from rail to  trucks . . 

Vulcan, Virginia Paving, and Covanta have been cooperative in providlng information for this 
study. Norfolk Southern declined to participate in the study due to ongoing lltlgation between 
Norfolk Southern and the City. 

This technical study does not provide a specific plan for redevelopment of the four uses (either 
together or separately) nor was It intended to, but rather considers economic questlons 
pertaining to the long-term future of each use. Specifically, the study considers market demand 
for a variety of uses and analyzes the financial viability and fiscal impact of redeveloping the four 
subject parcels (collectively known as the study sites) into a mixed-use, pedestrian- and transit- 
oriented development. The study also considers some of the environmental impacts of 
redevelopment, particularly air quality impacts, as well as a qualitative evaluatlon of quality of life 
and sustainability issues. This study provides important background information necessary to 
inform the future Eisenhower West small area plan. - 2- 
Key birestions explored-in this study include the following: . *  ' . . 
i What are the economic and environmental costs and benefits of the existing industrial uses? 

What are the location requirements of the current industries and where could they relocate if 
the sites were redeveloped? 
What Is the redevelopment potentlal of the area? 
Would the potential value appreciation in redeveloping the sites encourage the current 
operations to relocate? 
What is the cost of providing public services if the area undergoes redevelopment? 
How do the economic and environmental impacts of possible future redevelopment compare 
to existing condltlons? 



Findings by Topic 

The summary below addresses the key questlons posed by the lndustrlal Use Study. 

What are the economlc and environmental costs and benefits of the existing 
Industrial uses? 

The tables below summarize the economic and environmental costs and benefit associated with 
the four subject properties. Table ES-1 is a summary of the jobs, tax revenue, goods and services, 
and quality of life considerations associated with the existing uses. Table ES-2 summarizes the 
estimated emissions that can be attributed to the exlsting uses and the extent to which the& pb 
existing uses contribute to-the C i s  emissions. 

Table ES-X: Summary of Economic Benefits and Costs of Existing Uses 
Virginia Norfolk 

Vulcan ~ab lng  Southern 

I T& ~ & n u e  to City (a) 
Green Jobs Potential (b) 

$140,000 
Yes 

$s2a,w 
Yes & T S  q N'Al Yes 

Provldes aggregate 
Goods and Servlces 

..- ,. 
t o  Vlrglnla Paving 

Provides 100% of processed here. 
Clty asphalt Provides electricity 

to City restdents and 
businesses 

Nolse, dust, and Nolse, dust, and Noise and 
Potential hazard .- ---.- 

dimlnlshed views diminished views diminished vlews I - * *, 

Notes: -. ' I 
(a) Clty in varlous tax revenues In 2008, kcludlng real property taxes, buslness licenses, business 
tanglble property, and sales tan 
(b) Deflnltionr of what constitutes 'greenW)obs varywldely, but by wme measurer, J segment of the 
employment found at some d t h e  four operattons under study could be consideradgreen because they 
either Involve production of envlmnmentally sustainable products or utllke pradudon methods that 
result In waste reduction. 

1 Source: Oty of Alexandria, 2009; MACTEC, 2009; HDR, Inc., 2009; BAE, 2009. I 
The average of 234 jobs provided by Vulcan, Virginia Paving and Covanta represent less than 
one percent of total Clty employment in 2008. 



/ 
Although having a solid base of goods-producing sectors such as manufacturing and 
construction can improve economic diversity, these sectors can often demonstrate as 
not more, volatlllty and fluctuation as service sectors. These sectors have also demonstrated 
relatively slower growth historically and are forecasted to continue lagging other sectors in 
the future. C ' #  

Table ES-2: Summary of Air Quality Conditions of Existlng Uses 
Vlrglnla percent of aty 

Vulan Pavlng Total Embrlons la 

ox (oxides of nitrogen) 

Emissions from the four industrial sources in the study area, including both the Industrial t 

processes and associated truck traffic, comprise a very small fraction of the total City-wide 
criteria air pollutant emissions. 

-- . 
What are the location requirements of the current industries and where could they 
reipate if the sites were redeveloped? 

- .E. 

TabldS-3 summarizesthe relocation requirements of each of the uses and the potential 
relocation sites awila ble. 



Table ES-3: Relocaffon Considerations 

Vulan Vlqlnla Paving Covanta Norfolk Southern 

Ivlinlmurn of 15 
Mlnlmum of 9 acres 

acres 

Need rail lln; Need rail line 

Need to be within short 
distance from current 

'IA location to continue to 
serve current market 

See Notes (a) 

See Notes (a) Need rail line I 
Need to minimize travel I 

to tank farms in 
See Notes (a) Springfield and Fairfax 

atv 

Estimated Burlnass 
$15.5 mlll@n/ $7 to $10.5 to $14.5 rnliilon/ 

$300 to $335 rnilllon for 
Relocation/ new facility, $11.5 mllllon 
Carsation Costs (b) 

$15 million $23 to $27 million fw *tauon 

I Possible Reiocatlon industrial Zone in Industrial Zone In None Identified Industrial Zone In 
Alternative (c) Springfield close to Springfield dose to . . Sprfngfleld close to 

Newlngton exlt on Newlngton exit on 1-95 NewlnBon exit on 1-95 I 
I (a)ll18 agreements govemlng the toMnb opetation and acceptance of soHd waste from Alexandrla and Mlngtan (the judsdktlonr) severely 
mstmln the abll i i  for the site to nloate. The ulrtlng true Is set to ew ln  on Odober 1,2025, at whlch time the facility r m  to the City 1 
and County. Mat to 2015, n d d o p l n g  the Peof the EW frch'ty wwld be a vlolstlon ofthe tenns of the lure, mquirlng renegot&tlon of 
trmu that would be sbt i lc to ly  to Cornnta and rrquldng a costly repliutlon of thedm on another slte suitable to tovsnta. After 2025. when 
the Imd and dl of the lmpmvrmrnlr on It rewt to the Clty ofNcrondrla m d  Mlngton County, tho t m r  of thelease wlll bemat and there will 

What is the ~~bvelopment potentlal of the area? 

A market analysis and an analysis of the characteristics of the study sites yields these findings: 

r Residential uses have the greatest long-term market support and would likely be the 
predominant use of the study sites. 
Neighborhood sewing retall can be supported on the site and would provide an amenity that 
would enhance the marketability of the slte. 
Office space could be constructed, but demonstrates weaker market support as it would be 
competing against a large supply of proposed office space in and near Alexandria. 



Appendix F describes in detail the assumptions, methodology, and findings of the financial 
analysis. 

How do the economic and environmental Impacts of possible future redevelopment 
compare to existing conditions? 

J. 

The fiscal impact of the redevelopment alternatives measures estimated net revenue by 
subtracting the estimated costs to service new development from the estimated general fund 
revenue gained from taxes produced by the new development. 

Table ES-6: Impacts of Redevelopment Compared to the Status Quo 
Alternatives 

Beneflts/Costs Status Quo A B C 0 

Fiscal Impact $890,000 .$4,45O,OCO $4,230,000 $1,950,000 $3,620,0011 
~otentiai Employees 234 4,500 4,460 80 

Change In Emlsslons from lndustrial Retention Scenario (tons/yr) (a): 
-16 -20 7.3 

-579 -579 -11 
-7.6 -7.9 -6.4 

-7.6 -7.7 -4.8 

N6t'eg: 
(a) The table shows that in most cases emissions wlll decrease In the Immediate West End Study Area; 
hoyever, these emissions wlll not ellrnlnate but rather transferred to other Northern Virginia neighborhoods 
wher~the Industrial sources may be relocated. , ..-. . 

- * . -... 
source: MACTEC,,Z~OS;:BAE, 2009. -" 



study, the information provided in this report is limited to what is available from public sources 
and from independent research on freight rail operations and ethanol production and delivery. 

Benefits, Costs and Impacts of Existing Uses 

This section provides an overvlew'of the various benefits, costs, and impacts of the four existing 
uses as they currently operate. Factors considered in this assessment include employment and 
business operations, fiscal impact on the City, and the operations' impact on environmental air 
quality. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the economic and environmental conditions associated with 
the four subject properties. 

Table 1: Benefits, Costs and Impacts of Existing Uses 
Virglnla Norfolk 

Vulcan Pavlng Covanta Southern 
WAVj 

170 to 191 
$524,000 &&k,dkbI, . 1 or(om!z 

$es Yes Ye! 

collected by City is 
Provides aggregate Provides 100% of processed here. 

Goods and Semlces 
t o  Vlrglnia Paving City asphalt Provides electrlclty 

to City residents and 
businesses 

Nolse, dust, and 
diminished views 

Nofse, dust, and 
dlmlnlshed views 

Nolse and 
dlmlnlshed views 

Potentlal hazart 

Notes: 
(a) B tgn  varlous tax revenues In 2008, including real property taxes, business licenses, business 
tang& property,md sales tax. 
(b) Ocflnltlons of what constfiutes "green" Jobs varywldely, but by some measures, s segment of the 
employmant foundit some of the fouroperatlonr under study could be considered green because they 
efther lnvohra produabn of wnrlronmentally sustakable pmducU or utilize production methods that 
result h waste reduction. 

Isource: U ~ Y  of Alexandria, 2009; MACTEC, 2009; HDR, Inc, 2069; ME, 2009. 



Table 2: Summary of Air Quality Conditions of Existlng Uses 

I 

Economic Benefit: Employment and Business Operations 
The existing operations directly employ an estimated average of 234 full time employees, as 
depicted in Table 3. This figure does not include numbe~sof direct employees for Norfolk 
Southern's operations, and it also does not include personnel who are not employed directly by 
the four businesses, such as private haulers who pick up material at Vulcan and the ethanol 
transloading facility. Virginia Paving employees represent the majority of this figure, at 170 to 
191 full-time jobs, according to a recent economic impact study commissioned by Virginia paving.' 
Covanta's operation supports 48 full-time employees and the Vulcan site employs anywhere from 
3 to 7 staff members depending on demand conditions. 

Table 3: Direct Employment of Current Uses 
n 

Employment Range 
Minimum Maximum Average 

Vulfari 3 7 5 

I b i a f i t a  ' ' ,  % ,  

;; 2:: Total 246 

I S O U ~ C ~ :  Virginia Paving, 2009; Vulcan Materials, 2009; 
Covanta. 2009: HDR. 2009: BAE. 2009. 

I Source: The Impact of the Virginia Paving Company on the City of Alemndria Economy, prepared by 
Stephen Fuller, PhD, Director, Center for Regional Analysis, George Mason University. The study examines 
the faclllty's ZOO8 payroll data. According to the study, as many as 40 employees reside In Alexandria. The 
company a h  hired 17 independent contractors as haulers. Additionally, FCC Envlnmmentai, which 
operates on the property, employed 24 full time workers in 2008. 



salary for Vulcan's subsector, Nonmetallic Mineral Product Manufacturing, was $49,200 in 2008. 
The average salary across all Alexandria Industries In 2008 was $60,300. 

Economic and Employment Diversity 
A diverse economy with employment and firms drawing from a variety of industry sectors tends 9 to be more stable than less divers~aconomies that may be reliant on only a few more prevalent 
sectors. less diverse economies can be prone to more fluctuation in employment and overall 

4 economic activity if exposed to only a few larger sectors, Although the four operatlons do 
high quality jobs in certain industrial sectors, they represent only a small hadon  of all 

obs in the City. Whlle goods-producing sectors such as manufacturing and construction can 
diversity, these sectors can often demonstrate as much, if not more, volatility 

as service sectors, These sectors have also demonstrated relatively slower 
are forecasted to continue lagging other sectors in the future. 

Economic Beneflt: Tax Revenues 
Materials contributed a 

revenues for the same flscal the exclusion of Norfolk 
Southern, which is exempt from taxation at the local level. Norfolk Southern pays into a state 
railroad fund. The City of Alexandria recelves an allocation from the railroad fund contributions, 
based on the state's assessment of railroad property in the City. 

.- . 
-* 

Source: Clty of Alexandria, 2009; B A 4  2009. 

a lhese taxes represent the bulk, but not necessarily all, of the revenue the four existing uses contribute to 
the Clty. 



Small amount Generates from 
Greenhouse Gases (c) No Emissions from incineration of No Emlssions NIP 

combustion ' 'solid waste 

'able 4: Stationary Air Emlssions (Tonsnear) 
Virginia 

Air Quality Emissions Vulcan Pavlng 

I Notes : 
(a) The Clean Alr Act requires the US. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) to set National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for common air pollutants. The USEPA calls these 

Criterla 
Pollutants (a) 

I pollutants "criteria air" pollutants because it regulates them by develop1 ng human health-based 
and/or environmentally-based criteria (science-based guidelines) For setting permissable exposure 
levels. The NAAQS are for particle pollution (often referred to as particulate matter),ground-level 

CO 0 12.9 

NOx 0 12.5 
PMIO 0.3 4.4 
p~~~ :;o 1 4.4 

So2 0 5.2 
VOC 0 3.9 

ozone, carbon monoxide, sulfur oxldes, nitrogen oxides, and lead. 
carko?, monoxide, sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, and lead. 
(b) TheUSEPAalso regulates Hazardous Alr Pollutants (HAPS), a group of 187 chemicals such as 
arsenic, benzene, formaldehyde, mercury, and dloxtns. Some HAPS are known or suspected to cause 
cancer. Other HAPS may cause respiratory effects, birth defects, and reproductive and other serious 
hea 1tlF.effects. 
(c) A t+?ird group of air pollutants, primarily carbon dioxide and methane, are classified as 
Greenhouse Gases (GHGs). These pollutants are linked to global climate change, and the City is 
beginningto address GHG emissions through the Environmental Actlon Plan. 

Arsenic c a w  
Cadium Lead 

Hazardous Air Pollutants 
No Emlssions Chromium 

(HAPS) (b) 
Mercury No Emfsslons 

lead Acid gases N/A 

PCBs Dioxlns . Halogens Furans 

Source: MACTEC, 2009; BAE, 2009. 

Covanta Facility. The facility operates under a Title V operating permit that sets emission 
limitations and all emissions parameters are measured continuously against those Ilmits. The 
primary emission sources are three municipal waste combustion units. In response to Clean Air 
Act requirements, the City and Arlington County funded a $45 million pollution control upgrade in 
2000. The retrofit dramatically lowered emissions of both criteria and hazardous air pollutants. 
The air pollution control equipment improvements consist of semi-dry flue gas scrubbers with 



lime injection, fabric filter baghouses, a nltrogen oxide control system, a mercury control system, 
and a continuous emissions monitoring (CEM) system. 

The Covanta faci!ity is permitted to emit small amounts of metals (cadmium, lead, mercury), acid 
gases (hydrogen chloride) and organics (dioxins and furans). The retrofit dramatically lowered 
emissions of both criteria and hazardous air pollutants (see Table 4), and the facility achieves 

reduces the amount of electricity generated from fossil fuels; and (3) by recovering steel from the Gp&- pig 
waste stream, the facility reduces the quantity of fossil fuels and energy used for mining and 
manufacturing raw materials. It is estimated that for every ton of trash combusted, nearly one 

C h i f c ; r h ,  

ton less of carbon dioxide equivalent is released into the air due to avoided methane from land k&;6. 
disposal, fossil fuel power generation, and metals productions. 

Norfolk Southern ~acility.' As ethanol is transloaded (off-loaded by the 
tanker trucks) for final delivery to gasoline tank farms in Springfield and in Fairfax City, emisslons 
of volatile organic compounds occur as organic vapors in "empty" cargo tanks are displaced to the fl 
atmosphere by the liquid being loaded into the tanks. Coarse partlculate emissions are generated 

""%.WL 

by trucks traveling on plant roads. The industrial operations at the Norfolk Southern transloading .?o% 
facility do not generate a significant amount of HAPS or GHGs. The emissions from Norfolk 
Southern are primarily ethanol, which is not classified as a HAP. 

bluk, 4-L. 
-- - 

Baseline Emissions from Vehicles in the Study Sites 
Emissions were calculated for vehicle traffic associated with the industrial operations as well as 

mtfGw?> 
- .. .*- 

emidons from all types of vehicle traffic within a study area. The study area is bounded by the w, 
segmznt of the CapiPal'Beltway from Clermont Avenue to 1-39511-495/1-95 Springfield 

-... 
..- -. . 

Interchange. ~h6hestern boundary is the segment of 1-395 from the Springfield Interchange to 
Route 236lDuke Street. The northern boundary is Duke Street from 1-395 to North Pickett Street. 
The eastern boundary is the line connecting the Duke StreetfNorth Pickett intersection and the 
Clermont Avenue/Capital Beltway interchange. Included in the study area are South Van Dorn 
Street, South Pickett Street, and Edsall Road. A map of the study area boundaries is shown in :, 
Exhibit 3 of the Appendix C report. 

lnformatlon about Norfolk Southern ethand transloading actlvitles derives from general lnformatlon made 
available to the publlc by the City of Alexandria on Its website (htt~://alexandrlava.aov/transloadhg). No 
lnformatlon was provided by Norfolk Southern. 
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Covanta Alexandria/Arlineton Waste to Enerw Facilitv - Stack Test Resuits throu~h 2009 

I . .  . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  I I I I . . .  
AVERAGE 

. . . .  
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.:.: 
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The truck traffic associated with the four industrial sources was estimated given the assumptions 
and data sources used, as described in Appendix C report. 

CP 
~abl&ummarires the criteria air pollutant emissions from the vehicle traffic in the study area. 
The truck traffic associated with the four industrial facilities accounts for only 0.13 percent of the 
total vehicles miles traveled (VMT) and a small percentage of the total emissions in the study 
area. 

Motor vehicles also emit a number of HAPs, both in the exhaust gas and from fuel evaporation. 
The two primary HAPs emitted from motor vehicles are benzene and methyl tert-butyi ether 
(MTBE). The truck traffic associated with the four industrial facilities accounts for about 0.031 
tons of benzene, compared to 23.2 tons of benzene from all other vehicles in the study area. The 
truck traffic associated with .the four industrial facilities accounts for about 0.034 tons of MTBE, 
compared to 25.6 tons of MTBE from all other vehicles in the study area. 

ad Vehicle Emissions In the Study Area 

Emlsslons (tonslyr) 
Sowce VMT ----- CD NOx PMlO PM2.5 SO2 

@$jjjgg ;i4y,$i; Yl. ! w4wRjf ;p A :Z+B d, 
#, - ~ r r - y y q y ~ , ; ~  r-... , ,L:( ' a P > .,.. 

,$&.yBr .4$~w&8,~<pJ&&3~~&&i$f$$~~@$~&$~~ik!$9jf$p~@~@~j@jf@~~&$@@~~&~~&~ 
Vulcan Materials 56,784 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.1 4.1 c0.1 
Virginia Paving 276,349 0.6 2.3 2.5 0.4 ~ 0 . 1  0.1 
Cow nta 144,144 0.3 1 2  1.3 0.2 s0.1 0.1 
Norfolk Southern 17,472 - <0.1 - 0.1 - 0.2 - c0.1 - 
Total 494,749 1.00 4.20 4.50 0.70 
Cozfibutlon from IndusMal Sources O.U% 0.04% 0,80% 3.10% 6.30% 0.20% 0.1096 

' ,. 

In addition, GHG emissions from the vehicle traffic in the study area were calculated, The truck 
traffic associated with the four industrial facilities accounts for about 752 tons of C02, compared 
to 216,343 tons of C02 from all other vehicles in the study area. 

Baseline Emissions in the Study Area Compared to Larger Community Emissions 
The previous two sections discussed the emisslons from the stationary industrial operations and 
associated truck traffic in the study area. This section compares the emissions in the study area 
to the emissions generated City-wide by all sources in Alexandria. Data for this analysis were 
obtained from the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VADEQ). 



R e l o c a t i o n  ancl B u s i a e s s  C e s s a t i o n  
A n a l y s i s  

The current location of the industrial area provider advantages, including its proximity to both rail 
and 1-495 (the Capital Beltway) which allows these businesses to efficiently receive Input 
materials and service minlmize pr&uct delivery times to customers. Their location inside the 
Capital Beltway also provides access to a dense base of customers, Including residents and 
businesses In Alexandria. The relocation slte requlrements described for each operation reflect 
the need to maintain those logistical requirements in an alternate location. 

The table below summarizes the relocation requirements and relocation/buslness cessation costs. 

Table 7: Summary of ~elocatiin Rsqulrements and Business Cessation Analysts 

Conskleratlon Vulun Vlrglnk Paving Covanta Norfolk Southern 

Of l5 Minlmum of 9 acres . . See Notes (a] 
acres 

Need rall line Need rall line 

Need to be withln short 
distance fromcunent 

N'A loeatton to continuo to 
serw current market 

See Notes (a) Need rall line 

Need to rnhirnbe trawl( 

See Notes (a) to tank farms in 
Springfield and Fairfar 

atu 

&Inuted susimds 
S15.S rnllllonf $7 to $10.5 to $145 rnlllbn/ 

$306 to $335 mIlllon for 
ReWtbn/ new faclllty. $11.5 mlllion 
Cersatlan Costa (b) $15 mllllon $23 to $27 mllllon for trensfw ssesr,on 

I Possible ReloaWon Industrial Zone In lndustrlal Zone In 
AitirnaHve (c) Sprlngfleld close to Sprlngfldd close to 

None Identlflsd Industrial Zone In 
Sprlngflekl close to I 

I . , . 
NewIhtm exiton Nrwln@ton exit on CSS NewIngton dl on 1-95 

C95 

I"" 
. "  

(a) me a#rmemrntr m W  the h a a  o ~ r r t l o n  and acceptance01 solld waste lmnr Alclondda ond Mmm (the Jurhdktlonr) s e e d y  
eonrtnlnlhr abHIlyfortherlm t o d w a t k  m e ~ c l n r a  ksettouplnanOctabnr 1,2025. ntwhlah t l m a U l a f I s l A l ~ ~ t o r h e C f l y  
and County. Pdon to 2015. redevebpln~ the rlte d the EMI fwllty wwld be a Mdbtku~ of the term of the ha-, mqUnpuldn( nne[o(lr(lon of 
unns that would be rcaUrf.aaty m covlnh and rquldng r COIlbj replluUon of Un slte on another sltesultrble to Covwta. A f t r  1015, w h  
thelvld and all d l h e  I m p m e n u  on It mnr( to theaty d Alaiandnpulda 8nd ANngton Coun(y, the terms of the lease wHI be met and there wll 
be no oMlpUon ta pmvide a rcloatlonor buyout to Cowntr. Havcmr, if a nlontbn of the dB is dal,md after Mat date, the Mv, In 
r)mmntwlth Mln8ton County, will ~ m d  to elthar addnn Its waste dbDowl needs thmi#h the MII# and conmudlon of r new hcllb, w 

lbrthe w o n 1  ofthdr wrsl*. 
not lncluda pmpW ~ I t l o n .  
me& W bslc nqulmrmu for each d the urar Reloutkm lnwrand 

mmnlnu an dlrarssd In the w o n ,  



Dear Mr. Geratz: 

Thank you forthe opportunity to comment on the draft Eisenhower West Industrial Land Use 
Study. I have no issue with the quality of the work produced by the consultants; the detail is 
impressive. The bulk of my concern is focused on whether or not that detail and the consultants 
themselves were indeed necessary. As I suggested back in February, I believe that the key 
conclusions might reasonably have been drawn without any need to spend $125,000 on 
consultants, especially when the City budget is under such strain. 

1. Did we really need a $125k consultant to advise us that moving a $300 million 
Covanta plant to free up less than 4 developable acres doesn't come close to being 
economically viable? And how great a demand could one reasonably expect for 
resultant housing units offering views over Eisenhower/the Metrorail line/VRE line or,, 
alternatively, over the Norfolk Southern rail line and ethanol transloading facility? Not 
to mention the impact of significant escalations in waste disposal charges as our trash is 
transported to what would likely be a far more remote location. (Was the additional 
$45,000 spent on the Covanta study paid for by the City?) 

2.  Did we need a $125k consultant to tell us that Norfolk Southern (which appears 
central to the actions of several others) wouldn't participate in the study, given that the 
City is suing them? Even if NS did co-operate, is it realistic to think that having them 
move their rail line to some other location is either practical or economically viable? 
What has been the City's response to Norfolk Southern's apparently long-outstanding 
request that the City propose alternative locations should we wish them to relocate? 

3. Vulcan and Virginia Paving are essentially here because Norfolk Southern is. Is 
there any reason to expect that they would, at great expense, relocate away from thela 
rail line? And if  Norfolk Southern won't talk to us, how far is anyone going to get 
assessing alternative futures for Vulcan and/or Virginia Paving? 

4. Back in Februaty I was told by P&Z that "Council specifically requested that staff 
[my underline] study the potential relocation of the four industrial uses as part of the 
study." Was it not implicit that they thought "staff' could handle the task? With 
respect to the study and the challenges it might present, was it not salient that none of 
the entities had expressed any desire to relocate? Or that Norfolk Southern refused to 
participate in the study? Or that the most rudimentary calculations would indicate 
relocation(s) made no economic sense? Was there no alternative but to pay a 
consultant $125k for this information? Could no one in P&Z or economic development 
ask the questions of the users or pencil out a preliminary financial evaluation? 

5. We already have a LandmarkDan Dorn corridor plan seemingly to attract similar 
users and amenities (retail, housing, office, green space) to an area which is effectively 
adjacent to Eisenhower West. How's that going? Have we learned anything from it? 
Should we be diverting our attention away from it to start chasing another rainbow - 
this one seemingly much less economically viable? In February I was advised by P&Z 
that the study would not only look at "the popular concepts of office, residential and 
retail" but also "a mix of 'green' or less intense ... uses". If the numbers don't start to 



9 5 P ;.j3gla3 fi,)-&i&gil for "intense" uses how could anyone suggest they'll pencil for parks and walking 
trails? And, again, do we need a $125k consultant to figure that out? 

6. Do we have no one in our entire City Administration that could make these 
assessments? Is there no one in economic development that can do the math? Given 
the magnitude by which the options are clearly economically unrealistic, it is difficult to 
understand how the key conclusions could not be deduced in short order. Back in 
February I was told "...this study is to determine the circumstances under which the 
potential value of mixed use redevelopment is sufficient to meet the expanded costs of 
removing or relocating the industrial uses." Was there no alternative but to pay $125k 
to reach what was seemingly a foregone conclusion had even the most rudimentary of 
calculations been made before any consultants were hired? 

7. Which leads me to what I would suggest is a rather astounding statement in your 
documentation of questions raised at your February 26th meeting. In response to 
question "c" in the section "Council Request for Study" we are told "Planning and Zoning 
staff have the talent and expertise to conduct this study." So, why didn't they? The 
noted response goes on "However, given the competing interests of this study it is best 
to have an objective third party prepare the report. As a consulting team we ("we"?) do 
not have a vested interest in the outcome of the study." How interesting. 

a. First of all, who is "we"? This is written on P&Z letterhead yet the 
response says "As a consulting team ... we ..." Are hired consultants writing 
responses for our P&Z Department? On P&Z letterhead? And posting them on 
the P&Z website seemingly as coming from P&Z? If, in fact, the consultant is 
writing the responses for P&Z would it not be entirely appropriate to question i f  
thev might have a "vested interest" in whether or not a consultant is retained to 
prepare the study as opposed to having City staff prepare it? 
b. Taken at face value, does this not say that our P&Z department cannot be 
relied upon to approach such a study objectively? 
c. Does it not also imply that P&Z might (or would) have a "vested interest" 
in the outcome? Is there truly confusion within P&Z as to who you and your 
associates work for and whose interests you are expected to represent? Does 
P&Z commonly have "vested interests" in issues we are asking them to evaluate 
on behalf of the citizens of Alexandria? 
d. Going forward, are we now on notice that it is unrealistic to expect P&Z to 
be able approach matters with an "objective" (P&Z's term, not mine) view? 
Should we be concerned that you may well have a "vested interest" (again, 
P&Z's term, not mine) in matters you are evaluating? Does most every issue 
you deal with not to some extent have "competing interests"? Henceforth will 
each significant issue now require an outside consultant if the community is to 
be assured of an unbiased assessment of the facts? 

8. Does "Public Review Draft" on the cover of the report presented on the P&Z 
website infer that, in fact, there are other (non-public) drafts? If so, could we know 
what those are and how they differ from the one presented to the public? 



9. 1 would direct your attention to the "findings" noted on page 8 of the report. Is 
there anything here that surprises anyone? Is there anything that a person with even 
limited financial ability could not logically have concluded before we started? And we 
had to pay $125k for confirmation? To many that was clearly money we did not have to 
spare and it was not well spent. 

10. All of which brings me back to my bottom line question of February - with this 
information now providedlconfirmed by an objective third party with no vested 
interests, what is anyone going to do differently? 

Thank you for the time and effort you have devoted to this study as well as the time you have 
taken and are taking to explain P&Z8s perspectives to the community. 

Donald N. Buch 
Alexandria Resident 
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Suite 210 
ChanUlly, VA 20151 
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August 28,2009 

Via E-mail to dirk.neratZ(i?,alexandriava.gov 

Mr. Dirk Geratz, Principal Planner 
Depmment ofplanning & Zoning 
City Hall, Room 2100 
Alexandria, VA 22314 

Re. Draft Industrial Use Study 

Dear Mr. Geratz: 

The Virginia Paving Company, a division of The Lane Coastnrction Corporation, 
commends the City of Alexandria for completing the Draft Industrial Use Study. The 
Study provides a wealth of valuable data and findings. 

V i  Paving d i d  the Draft in its entirety, and d e d  ededons  and 
clarifications, with Mr. Karl Moritz and Ms. Vmnica Davis on August 12,2009. In 
response to the call for comments by September 1,2009, V@i& Paving is also 
submitting the following c ~ c l d i o m  and oorrections, many of which were highlighted 
in the June 18,2009, letter (attached). 

V i  Paving once again rwpectfblly requests that these clarifications and corrections 
be included in the Study, prior to the September 15,2009, community meeting and the 
October 2009 City Councii work session. 

1. As bigblighted in tb June 18,2009, letter, the amount of revenue the City 
received &m V i  Paving & low. The Alexandria branch of the 
V i W a  Paving Co-v I#rid $741.000 to the Citv in 2008. ws is a 
conservative esthate based on the Gndings of the 2009 George Mason U n i d t y  
Economic Impact Study for Virginia Paving's Alexandria operations. This total 
does not include the taxes FCC, which leases space h m  Virginia Paving, paid 
the City in 2008.) 

2. Throughout the Draft, Virginia P a w  and its parent company, The Lane 
Construction Corporation, m not accurately identified Please comet our official 
name, which is: V' ' ' P C m 
Conmation, i: 

3. Virginia Paving's business is not accurately or consistently described throughout 
the Draft The following is the proper description of the bushesx Vuainia 
Paving Comrmuv amhalt and builds and mawtaw area r o e  . . 

8Wlw a d  Cluntlllv Bnncb 
P.O. Box 1235 
SMlng, VA 20167 
(703) 471 8787 
(703) 837 9023 Fax 

8bmrJ and Fmdrrlcbburg fhna 
P.0. Box 810 
Stafford, VA 22555 
(540) 752 5519 
(540) 752 5633 Fuc 



4. Throughout the Draft, two different acreages are listed for Paving9s 
site--1 l+ acres and 9 acres. Virninia Pavina's site is 11+ acres. 

The following comments relate to the development alternatives listed in the Draft many 
were highlighted in tbe June 18,2009, letter: 

1. Alternative B: As stated previously, designating one property owner's site as a 
public park is inappropriate, especially considering acquisition costs have not 
been calculated. The cost estimate for the park in Appendix C, $1.6 million +I-, is 
extremely low. Cost estimates for Braddock Stations' Jmplementation suggested 
a passive park cost at $30/sq. ft. to build. Adi- that for Virainia Pavine's site 
would aut the cost at u~wards of $1 1.7 miUioa at least. not including land costs. 

2. Alternatives A & B severely limit the amount of developable land for the Virginia 
Paving parcel. The Draft assumes most of Virginia Paving's land is not 
developable due to RPA and flood plain constraints. The RPA and flood plain 
can be changed in conjunction with a development proposal that offers to change 
the Backlick Run channel, build flood protection measures, or provide mitigating 
wetlands elsewhere. In addition, even if it is assumed only one-third or one- 
quarter of the land can be built on, the developer would build tall and use the 
remainiug land as open space. Thus. the tc&4develovment wtential on VPC land 
p- It's worth noting that prior to development, a l l  of Cameron 
Station was in the flood plain, and today, Tucker Elementary School and some of 
the newest condos and townhouses in Cameron Station remain in the flood plain. 
Just because sometbinn is in a flood olain doesn't make it entirely undevelo-pable. 

3. A l t d v e  D still seems to have too low of FAR for a Transit Oriented 
Development optioeit's still the same as Column A. It should be noted in thq 
DraA #at this isn't a Small Area Plan studv and these fimm are merely 
demonstrative of ~ossible devewent  in the area not f i n a l m a  
develo~rnent limits. 

4. Currently, intiastructure im~rov- W e s  do not include cost of land 
sb~a~uisition. Cost estimates in the Draft should better ackmwledge this missing 
link because it affects total hbtmtm costs. Additionally, the cost of a multi- 
modal bridge is the same as. the estimate in the LmdmaWvan Dorn Small Anx 
Plan study, which also did not include land acquisition. 

5. V i  Paving also believes that the business valuation and relocation 
in the DraA are extremelv low and shouldn't be taken for exact numbers 

in the hture Eisenhower West S m d  Area Plan Study-these are just esEimates at 
this point. 



Virginia Paving would also like to highlight some additional points and findings in the 
Draft, and would again request that some of the following information and corrections be 
incorporated (or emphasized), including: 

1. Emissions: This is a very important finding that needs emphasizing: ''Emissiong 
h m  the four industrial sources in the study area. incl-both the industrial 

truck a verv small h t i o n  ofthe total 
Citv-wide criteria air mllutant emissions". 

2. Needs to be clariiied: Virginia Paving has spent more than $4 million dollars in 
improvements to its operatiom and site, not $12 million, in accordance with the 
November 2006 SUP. The facilitv has D . . .  roven it can uxmst wrtb rts mounding 
pesidential and business nei&bofst (Attached is a list of improvements.) 

3. Needs to be W In 2007 and 2008, m a  Paving moved 24.700 truck 
bads from area mads bv receiving -gate via rail. 

4. Needs to be added: VirPjnia Paving does not operate 24 hours a dav & seven 
davs a week, In accordance with the 2006 SUP, V i a  Paving is only permitted 
to operate 110 nights per year. 

5. Needs to be moved: In Table ES-1 under quality of l i e  for Virginia Paving, 
noise is listed As required during the 2006 SUP process, Virginia Paving 
conducted noise tests for the City and the results clearly indicated that Virainiq 
P p .  Please remove 'noise' 
h m  this table. 

Once again, the Virginia Paving Company, a division of The Lane Const~~~tion 
Corporation, commends the City of AI& on the significant amount of work that 
they have done with the Industrial Use Study. We are wailable to provide additional 
clarification, comment and information, as we have consistently done throughout the 
Study process. 

Sincerely, 

v Dennis A. Luzier 
District Manager 
V i a  Paving Company 

Attachments 



VIRGINIA pl PAVllO 
Wortham Vlrplnla Area OMw 
14850 Conference Cenler Drive 
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(703) 230 0850 
(703) 230 0851 Fax 

June 17,2009 

Via E-mail to dirk.qeratz@alexandriava.~ov 

Mr. Dirk Geratz, Principal Planner 
Department of Planning & Zoning 
City Hall, Room 2100 
Alexandria, VA 22314 

Re: Industrial Use Study 

Dear Mr. Geratz: 

As requested at the Industrial Use Study Community Meeting on May 13,2009, 
please find below comments and clarifications that we respectfully request be 
included in the Draft Report. 

Virginia Paving Company would like to commend the City and the team of 
consultants for the amount of work completed on this study. Initiating a study to 
analyze costs, risks, benefits, and opportunities associated with redeveloping 
industrial sites is challenging. It is equally challenging to analyze development 
costs and opportunities for redevelopment, the feasibility of relocation, and the 
impacts and benefits of these uses. 

First, an important comment was made at the community meeting on 
May 13,2009, that there should be another option detailed: how to improve the 
existing industrial uses so that they better co-exist with their neighbors. Virginia 
Paving Company believes this is a viable alternative and wishes to point out that 
it has spent over $4 million dollars on improvements to its operations and its site 
since their SUP was amended in November 2006. Because of these significant 
improvements, we have proven that we can co-exist with our residential and 
business neighbors and should be mentioned in the draft report. 

M6undfla and Occoquan Bnndl 
P.O. Box 22!247 
Alawandrla. VA 22304 
(703) 751 7100 
(703) 751 4249 Fax 

Wrliag tnd Ctmnllly lmach 
P.O. Box 1235 
Sterling, VA 20167 
(703) 471 8787 
(703) 837 2023 Farc 

Wdlrrd a d  FndulWufg Bmnch 
P.O. Box 910 
stanord. VA 22555 
(540) 752 5519 
(540) 752 5633 Fax 
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Second, Virginia Paving Company requests that the following information be 
added, amended or clarified before a draft report is released. 

1. On page 7 of the presentation, it's not clear how Virginia Paving Company is 
90% of Vulcan's work from their site. This needs to be clarified. 

2. On page 8, Virginia Paving Company would like to add the following: 

a. In 2007 and 2008, Virginia Paving Company removed 24,700 truck loads 
from area roads by receiving aggregate via rail. 

b. With regard to the SUP, we have made $4 million in improvements since 
the adoption of the SUP. 

c. Virginia Paving Company can operate 110 nights per year. 

3. On page 21, the amount of revenue from Virginia Paving Company is low. In 
2008, our economic impact study shows that Virginia Paving Company paid 
$740,000 net to the City, not including the revenue the C i  received from 
FCC, which grossed $17 million in 2008. 

4. On Page 21, the number of employees is low as well, Virginia Paving 
Company's site includes FCC and that would add 24-25 employees. 

5. On Page 28/29, we ask for your source for the flood plain analysis that only 
23% of the site is developable. Ks worth noting that prior to development, all 
of Cameron Statiin was in the Rood plain, and today, the school site remains 
in the flood plain. Therefore, because something is in a flood plain doesn't 
make it entirely undevelopable. 

8. On Page 29, Virginia Paving Company questions why lower FAR'S are 
attributable to the Virginia Paving Company site than the Vulcan site. This 
refers to the broader point that more land can be utilized for development with 
certain flood control measures as well as waivers can be requested to reduce 
the 100' RPA to 50' under the Zoning Ordinance. 

7. On Page 31, Column C should be broken down between Vulcan and Virginia 
Paving Company and Column D seems to have low FAR for a transit oriented 
development option; it's the same as Column A. 

8. On Page 32, Cost of infrastructure improvements doesn't include cost of land 
acquisition. This affects the total cost8 of the infrastructure, therefore it is be 
included. Further, the bullet on development constraints on Virginia Paving 
Company's property should be removed for the reasons stated in note 5. 
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' 

9. On Page 33, the Fiscal Impact ohart seems to be in error. The number listed 
as revenue received from existing uses is listed inaccurately as below 
$1 million, when you stated previously that it was at least $1 .I million. Please 
provide the source for these estimates? Is should also be noted that these 
numbers are low based on Virginia Paving numbers. 

Virginia Paving Company would ask that you take these kerns into consideration 
for the presentation of your first formal draft of the Report on the Industrial Land 
Use Study. 

We look forward to the draft and we remain available to answer any questions 
you may have. Yon can contact me at (703) 230-0850. 

Sincerely, 

District Manager 

Cc: JSC, MAS, DMH, file 



V i  P a m  Company, Alesnndrin, Virginia 
SUP Complhna Schedule 

Pave Truck Aocctss Area 



August 3,2009 

SUBJECT: COMMENTS ON ALEXANDRIA INDUSTRIAL USE STUDY FOR EISENHOWER WEST 

When the City Council unanimously passed the Recommendations of the Mayor's Economic 
Sustainability Work Group in December 2007, the report recognized that "Metrorail is the most 
underutilized asset in which the City has made a substantial investment and has not received a 
full return." One of the group's key recommendations in the report was to "capture the full 

economic development potential of the City's Metrorail Stations," including: 
1.) "Develop land use plans for transit oriented development (TOD) at the ... Van Dorn 

Metrorail station;" and 
2.) "Model density on best practices such as the retail/office/residential redeveloped 

Clarendon area in Arlington County which has a mix of heights and densities."' 

It is with this doctrine in mind, unanimously embraced by the Mayor and City Council, that we 
make the following comments and assessments of the Eisenhower West Industrial Use Study 
("Study"): 

A. The Study currently uses a set of four pre-defined redevelopment scenarios 
(Alternatives A thru D) with specified densities which guide the results of a yes/no 
decision on whether or not a particular site is feasible for redevelopment. Using 
pre-defined development alternatives as the basis of comparison to determine a 
conclusion to the Study, limits and shapes the outcome of the results. Additionally, 
it might lead one to believe that these four sites would not ever be feasible for 
redevelopment given the conclusion of the study, which doesn't match the vision 
that City Council and the Economic Sustainability Work Group have for the Van Dorn 
Metro Station (i.e. "retail/office/residential"). More could be learned if  the intensity 
of the development Alternatives needed to make redevelopment feasible is a 
conclusion of the study results, rather than determining the Alternatives prior to 
conducting the math, which tries to fit redevelopment feasibility into four pre- 
drawn boxes. 

Recommends tion: 
The Study should calculate the minimum FAR required (on a gross FAR basis, not 

developable land FAR since density can be transferred) for each site whereby it 
might make economic sense to redevelop - in essence, mathematically "back 
into" the minimum appropriate FAR it would take to mitigate the total impact of 
a particular site's cessation/redevelopment - thereby developing a baseline or 
breakeven point. This approach will afford citizens, landowners, businesses, and 

Recommendation's of the Mayofs Economic Sustainability Work Group. City of Alexandria, Vlrglnla. December 11, 
2007. Page 4-5. 



City Council the opportunity to make informed decisions related to the 
upcoming Eisenhower West Small Area Plan, as well as provide a good place 

from which to begin that planning process. 

B. FAR measurements for any one particular site included in this Study should be 
considered on a gross FAR SF basis (rather than using a misleading developable land 
SF measurement) since a site's FAR gained from the square footage of non- 
developable area could be transferred and built on the developable part of a 
particular site. 

Recommendation: 

When making reference to the total density the Study should always use gross 
FAR for build-out calculations since zoning regulations don't discriminate against 

a parcel's buildable FAR based on the parcel's developable land. This will yield 

more developable FAR in the Study and more accurately portray the density 
being discussed and measured. 

C. The assumptions currently used for the gross FAR for the four subject parcels are 
widely inconsistent with the adopted recommendations of the City's Economic 

Sustainability Work Group. The highest gross FAR given to any single site in these 
alternative scenarios is 1.9 FAR, for the Covanta site under Alternative A from Table 
F-13. Covanta is located directly across the street from the Metro Station, and 

densities around Metrorail should be greater than in any other part of the City. 

Other sites around the Van Dorn Station are zoned OCH which allow densities of up 
to 3.0. The highest total gross density measurement in any Alternative for these 

four parcels taken together is 0.9 (Alternative D), far below the density that 

surrounding parcels have by-right with their existing zoning. 

Recornmenda tion: 

Any TOD scenario should have densities that are much greater than those used 

in this Study and should reflect proximity to mass-transit when compared to 
alternative areas of the city that have no direct access to mass-transit. Mid-rise 

and townhome intensity style developments (used in the Study as the 
redevelopment Alternatives) are inappropriate and contribute to the 
"underutilization of the City's investment in Metro." 

i. In the latest LandmarkIvan Dorn Small Area Plan, which has no 

direct pedestrian access to Metro, the gross density for the "West 
End Town Center" is 2.5. "Pickett Place" has an FAR of 2.0. 

ii. Density in Clarendon, which the Mayor's Economic Sustainability 
Work Group recommends as a model, has densities as high as 4.8 

FAR. (Some developments in the Ballston and Rosslyn areas reach 
densities of as much as 10.0 FAR next to the Metro Stations) 



D. On Page 4 of the Study under the Executive Summary: Redevelopment Potential, 
the Study concludes that this area demonstrates weaker market demand for office 
over the long-term because there are other areas of competition. The Study goes 
on further in Executive Summary: Next Steps and seems to conclude that Landmark 
Van Dorn, Potomac Yards, and Braddock will present better options in the long-term 

for office use. The Study seems to make a blanket statement that because these 
four particular parcels did not present redevelopment potential based upon the four 

Alternatives presented, then therefore the rest of the Eisenhower West area and 
parcels around the Van Dorn Street Metro Station does not have future market 

demand and is not a redevelopment opportunity. 

Recommendation: 

In none of the small area plans referenced by the Study that are cited as 

"competition" for Eisenhower West (with the exception of Braddock) is there an 
existing Metro Station in place. Office use that is located within walking 

distance to a Metro Station will in almost every case be a more desirable 
location than one without close proximity to Metro, and thus demand higher 
rents. So for the Study to conclude that a market for office in this area would 
not be demanded here over another location simply because a future supply of 
office has already been approved elsewhere, runs counter to the fundamental 

principles of supply and demand. In order for there to ever be redevelopment 

potential for the Eisenhower West area, the City must commit to doing a small 
area plan that reflects transit-oriented development principles that encourage 
high density mixed-use development. 

Over the next two to three years the federal government is seeking to lease 
several million square feet of high-security office space for DOD and DOD-type 
agencies that need facilities that meet their security requirements, but also 

have proximity to mass-transit. It is a real possibility that Victory Center along 
Eisenhower Avenue could land any one of the deals that are out on the street 

with the federal government. Such an event would drastically change the near- 
term market along Eisenhower, and should therefore be taken into 
consideration in the presentation of the market study results. 

The Metropolitan Washington Council of Government estimates that 1.6 million 
people will move into the region, and 1.2 million jobs will be created between 
2005-2030. Given that 39% increase in population, and 32% increase in jobs 
over 2005 levels, there will need to be accommodations made for those people 
and jobs to be able to locate near Metro. The Van Dorn Station currently 
services an average of 3,500-3,900 riders per day. However, the Station as it is 
currently designed and built could accommodate up to approximately 13,000 
riders per day without any platform extensions or enhancements. Given the 
drastic underutilization of this mass-transit asset, it would be in the City's best 

interest to put in place plqns that would allow for higher quality development to 



take shape around the Van Dorn Metro Station to accommodate future 
increases in the population, workforce, and to follow-through on the City's 
charter to become a "Green City." 



WEST END BUSINESS ASSOCIATION 
City of Aleaumdria ,  Virginia 

Alexandria, VA 22314 
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3213 Duke Street, Box 1L8 

E:info@alexandriaWEBA.com 
Website: www.alexandriaWEBA,corn 

TO: Chairman John Komoroske and members of the Alexandria Planning Commission 
RE: Comments on the West End Industrial Uses Study 

Transmitted via email to: veronica.davis@alexandriava.aov 

Dear Chairman Komoroske and members of the Alexandria Planning Commission, 

Earlier this year, the West End Business Association (WEBA) formed a Local Government Advisory 
Committee so that we could take a closer look at the many issues affecting the growth and development 
of the City. The purpose is so that the Committee can advise the Board of its findings and share those 
with our elected officials and City staff. 

We would like our comments to be submitted for the record for the Public Review process of the current 
West End Industrial Uses Study. And if comments are to be distributed on the handout table at the Sept. 
1, 2009, meeting, we would like ours to be included. 

WEBA agrees with the study's conclusions that there is not an immediate market pressure for 
redevelopment of the area, and that it would be far too expensive to relocate the four businesses under 
study. 

WEBA does not support forced relocation of law-abiding and tax-paying businesses for the 
purpose of new development. 
WEBA believes the area will eventually redevelop and that market conditions, coupled with City 
incentives for the "right kind" of development, are the proper guides to that redevelopment 
WEBA does not support efforts to place additional residential development in the study area, 
unless it is as part of a large mixed-use project focused on the Van Dorn Metro Station. 
WEBA is concerned with the assumptions and methodologies embodied in the study, specifically: 

The four properties studied do not fully define the area; there are a number of other industrial 
uses nearby that detract from the area's current development potential. The area should be 
defined and studied as a whole. The Police Shooting Range, future Fire Station, City Mulch Pile, 
and other uses, including the crematorium on Vine Street, affect the desirability of the area. 

The long-term development scenario D (Transit-oriented development) understates the amount 
of office space that could be attracted to the area and does not have a sufficiently high FAR to 
make redevelopment possible. This scenario should have tested for what level of development is 
necessary to make the area redevelopable 

There is no consideration of City incentives for appropriate development 
There is no effort to determine the role of a full occupancy of Victory Center on the area's 

development potential 
The negative impact of the floodplain on certain properties is overstated. Cameron Station was 

entirely in the flood plain until it redeveloped; it made some changes, received a FIRM (Flood 
Insurance Rate Map) amendment, and developed into a residential community. Surely the 
industrial properties could do something similar. The fiscal impact sections are difficult to 
support, as they have erroneous assumptions on the level of development that can be achieved, 
the cost of land acquisition for public improvements, the value of the businesses studied, and the 
cost of capital improvements such as the proposed bridge to Metro. 
WEBA believes the City should focus on an overall City Master Plan that provides for public 
infrastructure needs such as schools, fire stations, and an efficient and effective transportation 
network whose activity nodes are supported by the right kind of development, adequate sewer 



WEST END BUSINESS ASSOCIATION 
C i t y  of Alexandria, Virginia 

Alexandria, VA 22314 

3213 Duke Street, Box 128 

E:info@alexandriaWEBA.com 

capacity, recreation/community centers, and local government satellite offices. Once these 
elements are put in place, it will make more sense to carry out fine tuned neighborhood plans. 
There is a need to coordinate Alexandria's land use and transportation plans for this area with 
Fairfax County's. 

We would also ask that we be kept informed of upcoming public meetings so that a 
representative of WEBA will be able to attend, and to provide comment., when an opportunity is 
afforded to do so. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen M. Burns, Vice President 
West End Business Association 
1036 N. Pelharn St. 
Alexandria, VA 22304 
burnskathv@ earthlink.net 

CC: Faroll Hamer 
Mayor and members of the City Council 
Hart, Calley, Gibbs & Kemp PC 



September 1,2009 

Department of Planning and Zoning 
City of Alexandria 
301 King Street 
Alexandria, VA 223 14 
ATTN: Ms. Veronica Davis 

Re: Eisenhower West Industrial Use Study 

Dear Ms. Davis: 

The Alexandria Chamber of Commerce (the 'Chamber") has closely monitored the process and 
preliminary findings of the Eisenhower West Industrial Use Study (the "Study") since its 
inception in 2008. In response to the City's creation of the Study, the Chamber adopted the 
following policy in November, 2008, as an integral part of its 2009 Legislative Agenda: 

In the wake of the Norfolk-Southern ethanol transloading issue, the City has 
placed a moratorium on Special Use Permit. for certain levels of industrial uses 
within the City. Moreover, the City has formed a task force to review the 
desirability and feasibility of continuing certain industrial uses along the 
Eisenhower West corridor. The Chamber recognizes that there needs to be a 
careful examination of compatible uses, taking into account the recent influx of 
residential and " light" commercial uses in this region. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, the rights of business owners to l a h l l y  operate their commercial 
enterprises should not be endangered by over-burdensome or after-the-fact 
legislation. These issues can be very fact specific and cannot be addressed with 
blanket support or opposition. As a general proposition, however, the Chamber 
will support the rights of business persons in the lawii~l operation of their 
business. 

Pos&n: Chamber Opposes over-burdensome or afler-the-facf legislation that 
imposes undue costr and restrictions on lawful operation of industrial use sites. 

Based on our review of the public review draft of the Alexandria Industrial Use Study prepared 
for the City by Bay Area Economics, HDR, Inc and MACTAC Engineering dated July 2009 (the 
"Preliminary Report"), the Chamber provides the following comments: 

1. The Chamber reiterates its position in support of the rights of existing businesses to 
continue lawful operation without needless governmental intervention. The Eisenhower West 
corridor and vicinity contain both heavy and light industrial uses that have, in many instances, 
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existed for decades and should be permitted to continue their lawful operation unless and until the 
market determines otherwise. These businesses provide jobs and needed services for Alexandria 
residents and generate significant revenue for the City. 

2. While the Preliminary Report provides conservative estimates of the real estate tax 
revenue derived from these properties in their present use, it fails to take into account other 
economic impacts associated with these uses, including consumer convenience due to close 
proximity and the impact ikom loss of jobs if these businesses are terminated or relocated, all of 
which are difficult to quantify. 

3. To the extent that the Preliminary Report identifies future alternative uses for this area, it 
fails to recognize the levels of density that would be appropriate in such close proximity to the 
Van Dom Street Metro Station. If and when the subject uses choose to vacate their property, the 
Chamber submits that the redevelopment plans for such properhes should result in high density, 
mixed-use, urban projects that optimize the use of existing and future transportation infrastructure 
in the Van Dom area, generating revenue at levels that replace lost revenue caused by the 
displacement of present uses. 

4. The Chamber expresses its concern regarding the efficacy of the Study and the 
considerable cost associated with the Study to date. The Chamber submits that the work should 
have been performed by existing City staff within the appropriate departments at a fraction of the 
cost associated with hiring outside consultants. In the current economic environment, tax dollars 
should be spent wisely and should be focused on maximizing existing staff resources, providing 
vital services for public health, safety and education, and promoting economic development 
within the City. 

In the event that you have any questions, regarding this matter, please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

ALEXANDRIA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

Chair, Government Relations Committee 

cc: Hon. William D. Euille, Mayor 
Hon. Keny Donley, Vice Mayor 
Hon. Frank H. Fannon IV, Council Member 
Hon. Alicia Hughes, Council Member 
Hon. Robert Krupicka, Council Member 
Hon. Redella S. Pepper, Council Member 
Hon. Paul C. Smedberg, Council Member 
James Hartmann, City Manager 
Farroll Hamer, Director of Planning and Zoning 
Richard Baier, Director of Transportation and Environmental Services 
M. Catharine Puskar, Chair of Alexandria Chamber of Commerce 
Tina Leone, President of Alexandria Chamber of Commerce 
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DATE: September 1, 2009 
TO: Faroll Hamer, Director Planning and Zoning, City of Alexandria 
FROM: Carol L. James, - . -- ' -  
RE: Comments for the Planning Commission and City Council re: Draft 
Eisenhower West Industrial Use Study Report 

Please note that the following observations and comments about the 
draft study report are offered as input to City leaders and staff from 
me solely in my role as a private, interested citizen rather than in 
my capacity as Brookville Seminary Valley Civic Association (BSCVA) 
representative to the Virginia Paving Community Liaison Committee. Due 
to the timing of this process (with comments due today and my having 
received notification of the report's availability only last week), 
there has been no meeting of BSVCA at which to discuss this draft 
report and receive additional community input. Also, due to time 
constraints, my reading and absorption of the full report is cursory. 
Should there be an opportunity to revise and extend these hurried 
comments at a later date, it would be appreciated. 

LEGAL CONSTRAINTS 

While I am NOT an attorney, my lay-person's understanding of recent 
court findings with respect to the "takingsn issue is that private 
property cannot be taken by a public entity through eminent domain 
predominantly for the purpose of finding alternative uses that will 
generate more revenue for the public entity (e.g., the City of 
Alexandria) than do the existing landowners. Purportedly the original 
goal for commissioning this study and entertaining the idea of 
eliminating heavy industry was to optimize the use of METRO rail, 
arguably a broad public benefit. The report concludes that improving 
access to and use of METRO transit is unfeasible at the locations 
under study. 

The other rationales for the elimination of heavy industry set forth 
in the draft study report, namely increased revenues for the City via 
projections of greater population density, additional jobs, property 
valuation and tax receipts, and so forth, seem to fall short of 
supporting any tenable legal argument for achieving a public good 
worthy of the exercise of eminent domain. Indeed, the report indicates 
that public subsidies to support redevelopment would be likely. Not 
only that, redevelopment of these sites would "need to create 
potentially complex deal/transaction structures in which the different 
landowners share in the proceeds of the redevelopment." (Appendix F, 
page 8). These complex legal structures would be needed, one can 
assume, even if the four businesses were to voluntarily and 
simultaneously put their properties on the market. 

The concept of "re-zoning" is bandied about. One could ask whether "re- 
zoning" can be defined as a "taking" achieved through other methods 
than the application of eminent domain. Again, as a non-lawyer, it 
appears to me that the legal issues in this matter supersede both the 
public policy and economic considerations and need to be assessed and 
addressed prior to determining any next steps. The City Attorney or 
outside counsel may enlighten me with respect to these concerns. 

MACRO ECONOMIC AND STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS 

The report does not set forth assumptions about macro economic 
conditions driving its conclusions. For example, strategic elements 
are not considered. Industrial values are determined based on asset 
evaluations rather than, for example, operational or human resource 
considerations. This is the case at the macro- as well as the micro- 
analytic level. For example, while the report characterizes jobs at 
the four sites as being in low-growth sectors compared with the 



overall employment base in Alexandria and rates these jobs as lagging 
pay of other sectors, there is no consideration given to 
characterizing the jobs base in the area in other ways, for example by 
sector: public, independent (non- and not-for-profit) and private/for- 
profit. One could ask is it in Alexandria's strategic best interest to 
eliminate heavy industry? What is Alexandria's belief about its 
values? For example, does Alexandria's expressed value for diversity 
in race and ethnicity extend to embracing the value of a breadth of 
human endeavor and skill sets? 

PRIZE ANALYSIS 

After an admittedly cursory reading of this report, I am unable to 
articulate either the problem or the opportunity. This participant in 
this process is left confused. When confronted with a business 
question, one approach is to do prize analysis. Does the prize one 
seeks to achieve warrant the blood invested: pain, confusion, risk, 
opportunity cost, and so forth? The commissioning of this study 
purportedly has had a "chilling effectu upon industrial development by 
private businesses in the West End in the current and near term. I'm 
wondering why a business or an investor, upon witnessing this process, 
reading this report, assessing this situation, and doing prize 
analysis, would see investment opportunity here in a world of myriad, 
less-complicated and more-hospitable prospects. What prize is the City 
pursuing? What question(s) needs to be addressed and analyzed? 
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September 10,2009 

VL4 EMAIL 
Karl Mortiz, Deputy Director 
Planning and Zoning 
301 King Street, Suite 2100 
Alexandria, VA 223 14 

RE: Draft Industrial Study 

Dear Mr. Mortiz: 

On behalf of our client, Vulcan Lands Inc. ("Vulcan"), we are writing to provide 
comments on the draft Alexandria Industrial Land Use Study, dated July 2009 (the "Draft"). 
While Vulcan generally agrees with the Draft's overall findings that the demand for 
redevelopment is weak and that there are significant obstacles to near term redevelopment, the 
Draft does not adequately account for certain economic and environmental benefits provided by 
Vulcan's current use of the property located at 701 South Van Dorn Street (the "Property). The 
Draft also makes several purely speculative assumptions concerning the redevelopment options. 

Vulcan previously provided the City with information regarding Vulcan's current use of 
the Property by letter, dated June 24, 20009, attached. The June 24th letter noted several facts 
regarding the current use of the Property and the accompanying economic and environmental 
benefits which do not appear to be accounted for in the Draft. These issues include: 

1. Table 1 on Page 19 of the Draft states that Vulcan only supplies materials to Virginia 
Paving. Vulcan, however, supplies building materials to a wide variety of customers 
including the City Government and private contractors. 

2. Table 1 also states that dust is generated by Vulcan's current use. Vulcan, however, 
employs a variety of dust suppression measures including the truck wheel wash and wet 
suppression and sealing of on-site materials. As a result of these measures, Vulcan has 
yet to receive any complaint concerning the generation of dust from the Property. 

3. The Draft also does not account for economic benefit associated with the supply of low 
cost building materials that Vulcan provides to the City. The low cost materials are 
directly attributable to the railcar access to the Property, as the distribution costs for the 
building materials is the most significant cost component. 

4. The Draft's estimate of relocation costs for the current use of the Property to another 
location outside of the City is not adequate. Excluding the cost of purchasing an 
alternative site, Vulcan currently estimates the cost of the relocation to be closer to $1 
million. The relocation figures also do not account for the loss of business that would 
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undoubtedly occur from Vulcan having to raise the price of its materials to account for 
the increased transportation costs. 

We are also providing the following comments on the redevelopment scenarios listed in 
the Draft: 

1. The redevelopment scenarios are overly simplistic and are not supported by the analysis 
the City has required in the past when determining the desired density for any property. 
For example, the proposed density does not account for infrastructure capacity for the 
existing roads, sewer, and schools. The Draft also does not provide even a basic massing 
model to determine whether or not the proposed density is even appropriate for the 
Property given the community's expectations for setbacks, heights and open space. 

2. Table 12 on page 63 states that various emissions will be reduced under all 
redevelopment scenarios. The Draft, however, does not account for the increase in the 
number of truck trips that will result from the need to supply all building materials within 
the City limits by truck rather than by railcar, nor does it account for the greater truck 
road miles required for delivery from outside of the City. 

These clarifications and issues provide future support for the retention of the existing 
uses on the Property for the foreseeable future. We respectfully request that staff address these 
issues in advance of the community meeting on September 15,2009. 

Vulcan appreciates the efforts and hard work that staff has put into working with the 
property owners and the community in preparing the Draft. Vulcan looks forward to continuing 
to work with staff and the community to ensure this vital industrial use continues to provide 
services to both the City and the community. 

~ i n n e t h  W. Wire 

Enclosures 

cc: City Councilinembers (via email to jackie.henderson@alexandriava.rov) 
Faroll Hamer, Director, Planning and Zoning (via email) 
Paul Miklich, Vulcan Materials (via email) 
Carson L. Fifer, Jr., McGuireWoods (via cmail) 
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VZA EMAIL TO JackiRHenderson@alexandriava.~ov 
Mayor Euille and Members of City Council 
City of Alexandria 
301 King Street, Suite 2100 
Alexandria, Virginia 223 14 

Land Usc and Environmental 
kwire@ncpinvooQ.wm 

RE: Eisenhower West Industrial Land Use Study 

Dear Mayor Euille and Members of City Council: 

On behalf of our client, Vulcan Lands Tnc. ('Yulcan"), we are writing to provide 
information regarding the property owned by Vulcan located at 701 South Van Dorn Street (the 
"Property"). We are providing this information for the City and its consultant BAE to use in 
drafting and evaluating the Eisenhower West Industrial Land Use Study (the "Study"). It is our 
understanding that the City has retained BAE to draft a report to analyze the costs, risks, benefits 
and opportunities with redeveloping the Property. The purpose of this letter is to provide City 
staff and BAE with information regarding the current use of the Property, the benefits the current 
use provides to the City and the constraints on any near term redevelopment. 

I. Summary. 

The current industrial use is the highest and best use of the Property for the foreseeable 
future as: 1) the current use of the Property provides a significant benefit to both the City and 
Vulcan; 2) the Property is the sole storage and distribution site for various construction materials 
within the City limits with direct railroad access; and 3) the current real estate market and 
surrounding industrial uses present significant obstacles to near tenn redevelopment. 

11. Description Of The Current Use Of The Property. 

The Property consists of two separate parcels consisting of approximately 17.7 acres 
located at the southeastern corner of S. Van Dorn Street and S. Pickett Street. Since the early 
1980's, Vulcan has used the Property for storage and distribution of various types of construction 
aggregate (crushed stone, sand, and gravel) and other similar building materials which are 
delivered to the Property by rail. The Property is currently improved with an access road, office 
trailer, hopper, utility building, storm water management pond and truck wheel wash holding 
pond. Vulcan employs various management and environmental measures such as the use of the 
truck wheel wash, wet suppression and sealing of various materials to control dust on-site and to 
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prevent any off-site dust emissions. As a result of these various effective techniques, there have 
been few if any complaints related to Vulcan's operations and use of the Property. Unlike the 
other properties in the Study, the uses on the Property do not involve the mixing, processing or 
heating of petroleum based products. 

The majority of sales from this facility occur during the peak construction periods in the 
spring, summer and fall. At peak operation, the railroad delivers up to 50 rail cars of aggregate 
products per day to the Property. Delivery is determined by railroad schedules but primarily 
occurs after normal business hours. Vulcan employees subsequently unload and stockpile the 
materials during the day. Vulcan employs 3 or 4 employees to unload the rail cars and place the 
material in inventory - ready for pickup by customers. During peak operation, approximately 
400,000 tons of materials are sold fiom the Property each year. Over 90% of this material is 
delivered within the City limits, with the City government itself accounting for approximately 
40% of total sales. As one of the largest open space industrial areas in the City, the Property has 
also been used for a variety of other uses, including: the training of fire and police rescue units 
and for the recycling of concrete recovered from the Pentagon after the September 1 1,2001 
terrorist attacks. 

It is also important to note that at the community meetings to discuss the Study on 
February 26,2009 and May 13,2009 no one voiced any objection or concern with Vulcan's 
current use of the Property. While the community objected to the current uses of the other 
properties subject to the Study based on their proximity to residential uses and possible odors 
generated by those uses, not a single comment was made about Vulcan's Property. Vulcan's 
long-standing cooperative relationship with the community, diligent care of the Property, and the 
fact that the Property is sirrounded by other industrial uses all contribute to the fact that the 
community does not object to the continued industrial use of the Property. 

111. The Current Use Of The Property Provides Many Benefits To The City. 

The City benefits fiom having the Property zoned as an industrial use. First, Vulcan is 
able to provide these essential building materials in a cost effective method to both the City and 
private/commercial developers as the Property is located within the City limits and has direct 
access to the railroad. The location of the Property and rail access is an important benefit as 
transportation costs fiom the point of production to the point of distribution~conswnption can be 
a significant component of the total costs of materials - often transportation costs will exceed the 
cost of the raw materials. The Property is located in relative close proximity to the nearly 12 
million square feet of planned development in the LandmarkNan Dorn Small Area Plan (the 
"Landmark Plan"). Thus, Vulcan's continued industrial use of the Property will enable Vulcan 
to provide quality building materials to the local community thereby making the build out of the 
Landmark Plan more cost-effective to private investors. The Property also provides the City 
government with low cost access to the materials needed to build public facilities and treat 
roadways in winter without having to store the materials on City property until needed. 
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Second, the delivery of nearly 400,000 tons of aggregate yearly to the City by rail car 
dramatically reduces the number of mck trips that would be needed to supply the same material 
to the City via public roads. The staging of the materials within the City limits also enables 
Vulcan to deliver large quantities of materials outside of normal peak traffic hours thereby 
further reducing the impact upon local roads. Thus, the rail access to the Property is a significant 
benefit to the City as the delivery by rail reduces the number of traffic trips, road maintenance 
and carbon emissions that would otherwise be generated if the same materials were delivered to 
the City by truck. 

Third, the current use of the Property provides a significant source of tax income to the 
City. Vulcan currently pays an annual real estate tax of approximately $125,000.00 to the City. 
In addition, in 2008 the total gross sales from the Property were approximately $4,200,000.00. 
This sales revenue resulted in an annual business license tax renewal fee of approximately 
$2,000.00. Vulcan's current use of the Property has a positive impact on the City's budget as 
the current use provides a significant source of local tax revenues and only uses a minimal 
amount of public services. 

Finally, the Property is also the last large open space industrial area in the City with rail 
access. Preserving the industrial use of the Property will enable the Property to accommodate 
the future industrial needs of the City. Therefore, it is essential that the Study also evaluate the 
highest and best use of the Property as an industrial property. The Study should not solely 
analyze the current industrial use of the Property against all other non-industrial uses, as such a 
comparison would ignore the value of the other future industrial uses on the Property. 

IV. There Are Significant Obstacles To Redeveloping The Property With Any Other 
Use In The Near Future. 

The Property is surrounded by industrial uses on the north and west, the railroad to the 
south and S. Van Dorn Street to the east. The current industrial use of the Property is clearly 
appropriate given these surrounding uses; however, these adjacent uses are an obvious obstacle 
to the redevelopment of the Property for any other type of use other than industrial in the 
foreseeable future. 

In addition, the commercial, residential and retail density recommended by the Landmark 
Plan for the site of the Landmark Mall and along S. Van Dorn Street north of the Property makes 
it extremely unlikely that there will be any market demand for redevelopment of the Property in 
the foreseeable future. This issue was echoed by the community at the community meeting on 
February 26,2009. The community stated that they do not want to see the Landmark Plan 
undermined by creating other opportunities for additional redevelopment outside of the planning 
area. The community stated that they wanted to see the vision on the Landmark Plan realized 
before even considering the potential redevelopment of other adjacent areas. 

We trust that the City and their consultants will acknowledge the benefits of the current 
and continued industrial use of the Property, the stated obstacles to the redevelopment of the 
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Property, and the community's resistance to any redevelopment of the Property with other uses. 
We hope that this infomation is useful in your preparation of the Study. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or if I can provide any additional 
information. 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth w. wire 

cc: Councilmembers Elect (via email to Jackie.Henderson0,alexandriava.gov) 
Faroll Warner, Director, Planning and Zoning (via email) 
Karl Moritz, Deputy Director, Planning and Zoning (via email) 
Nancy Fox, BAE (via email) 
Paul Miklich, Vulcan Materials Co. (via email) 
Carson L. Fifer, Jr., McGuireWoods (via email) 


